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Owner whose
dog was mauled
to death wants
no more attacks
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Jack Calbert said he knows
there is nothing that can be done
for his dog and companion of
10 years, Bouncer.
The pint-size Chiweenie
(Chihuahua
mixed
with
Dachshund) was
brutally
attacked last week and subsequently had to be humanely
euthanized due to the severity
of the injuries. His heart is still
broken, healing really has not
begun to take effect, but
through it all, Calbert said he
wants one thing from all of this
- for this to not happen again.
"I'm just thinking somebody
might come forward. People
need to know,though,that there
is a dog in that area that can do
this," Calbert said earlier this
week, painfully remembering
the last walk together he and
Bouncer took at the southern
end of Chestnut Park along
Sharpe Street. "He was just a
sweet little dog who deserved to
live out the rest of his days
happy. Nobody would deserve
that."
The reason Calbert said is

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
Nathan Kennedy of Murray goes on a run Wednesday withspe of his ski bikes
that he brought to the hill adjacent to the Curds Center on the Murray State
University campus. The vehicle is basically a BMX bicycle, except snow skis
take the place of tires.

See OWNER Pape 2

Holland: Effects of today's
system will depend on track,
which is changing constantly

a2/14124ih9 Oat,
When evening came, many
who were demon-possessed
were brought to him [Jesus],
and he drove out the spirits
with a word and healed all the
sick. This was to fulfill what
was spoken through the
prophet Isaiah: "He took up
our infirmities and carried our
diseases."
Matthew 8:16-17

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
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JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & limes
Vehicles attached with snow plows were out in force Wednesday morning throughout Murray,
clearing parking lots, such as in this image at a parking lot along Chestnut Street

"Round 2" (The Weather
Channel has named it Jonas)
are"all over the place," which is
It is now a waiting game when not unusual for winter systems.
"That's why I stress it so
it comes to how a predicted second winter weather system will much; don't get caught up in the
affect residents of Murray and forecast you hear. It can change,
Calloway County later today and, as we've seen already this
week, probably will," Hollana
into Friday.
said,
referring to how the first
Holland,
Murray's
Justin
And
official observer for the National system that brought 23 inches
Weather Service Office in of snow and sleet to Murray had
Paducah, said the wait will be a forecast that was similarbi
one of great uncertainty when he unpredictable.
It started on Monday with
situation
the
discussed
Wednesday afternoon. He said Murray and Calloway County
forecast models are calling for
what many are simply dubbing
)0- See TRACK Page 2

Abortion-related bill shows strength in the Kentucky House
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Legislation
pushed by abortion opponents showed
signs of strength Wednesday in the
Kentucky House, where the top
Republican revealed a strategy aimed at
forcing an eventual vote on its passage.
In a procedural move, House members
voted to give the bill its first reading. The
measure would require women to have a
face-to-face meeting with a medical pro-

fessional at least 24 hours
before having an abortion.
House Republican Floor
Leader Jeff Hoover said the
72-11 vote in support of his
motion was a strong signal
to House Democratic leaders that rank-and-file members want action on the bill Hoover
this year.
"We want an expedited vote on this bill,
to get it done," Hoover told reporters.
"And whatever options we have to force a

vote as soon as we can,
that's what we'll consider."
His motion amounted to a
preliminary step, but the
measure has other hurdles
to clear. The bill hasn't been
referred to a committee and
needs additional readings
before it could be voted on Numbs
by the full House.
"The vote today demands that the bill be
See BILL Page 2

Man charged after driving
car nearly covered in snow:
ROB OWES
Associated Press
TORONTO(AP) — An 80-yearl
old man was charged after drivin
a car that was almost completely
covered in snow with only a por-1
tion of the driver's side windshiell
cleated for vision, police said.
Ontario Provincial Police said
). See MAN CHARGED Page 5
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Dally Forecast
The Nallssal Wealicer Janice
Today: A chance of snow,
freezing rain, and sleet
before noon, then a chance
of rain, freezing rain, and
sleet. Cloudy, with a high
near 37. East northeast
wind 5 to 10 mph. Chance of
precipitation Is 50 percent.
Tonight: Rain before midnight, then rain or freezing
rain. Low around 30.

Northeast wind 11 to 17 mph,
with gusts as high as 26 mph.
Chance of precipitation is 90
percent
Friday: Snow likely. Cloudy,
with a high near 31. North
wind 15 to 17 mph, with gusts
as high as 26 mph. Chance of
precipitation is 70 percent
Friday Night: A 40 percent
chance of snow. Cloudy, with
a low around 22. North northwest wind 10 to 15 mph, with
gusts as high as 23 mph.
Saturday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 34. North
northwest wind 7 to 1 1 mph.
Saturday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 18.
North northwest wind around
6 mph becoming calm in the
evening.
Sunday: Mostly sunny, with
a high near 40. Calm wind
becoming south around 6
mph in the morning.

Photo
provided

MORGAN WILLIAMS / Ledger & Times
This was how things looked Wednesday outside of Murray, as taken from an area along Wrather Road in the northern portion
of Calloway County.

•Today's system will depend on TRACK...
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From Front

multiple times a day with forecasts to see the latest."
being tabbed for only minor winSo, that in mind, Holland said,
try effects. Then, overnight
as of late Tuesday afternoon, he
Tuesday, the forecast had
changed, putting the Murray area was in agreement with the NWS
in a zone of2to 4 inches of snow which issued a winter storm
accumulation before that total warning for today and tomorrow
went even higher - to anywhere for western Kentucky, including
from 3 to 5 inches to even 6 to 8 Calloway County. Holland said
inches late in the day Tuesday - the main reason for this is that it
before the actual result arrived in appears the storm track will drag
the early-morning hours of this system south of the
Wednesday, pretty close to the Tennessee state line, meaning
original 2 to 4-inch idea from Calloway County will be in the
cold sector.
overnight Tuesday.
Holland said today's system
"Really, our snowfall totals
were held down because we had should start as plain rain that will
quite a bit of sleet that fell before probably last into the early
the snow," Holland said of the evening. That is when the rain is
half inch ofice pellets that helped expected to change to freezing
contribute to a very slick go of it rain, which Holland said could
for drivers Wednesday morning. fall for at least a few hours.
"Again, what I tell people all
"I don't think we're talking
the time is that they need to check 2009 here," Holland said, refer-

encing to the now-legendary Ice
Storm of 2009 that paralyzed
western Kentucky with about two
to three inches of freezing rain.
"We're talking probably a tenth
ofan inch to a quarter-inch.Then,
it will change to all snow at some
point in the overnight Friday, but
the thing people need to remember is that the freezing rain and
ice would be the bottom layer of
this event,and that's going to create very slick driving conditions,
if it does go that way.
"Again, though, it all depends
on the actual storm track; as little
as 50 miles could make a big difference here."
The winter storm warning
issued Wednesday is calling for
total snow accumulation of 1 to 3
inches for western Kentucky
west of the Pennyrile region,
which is could receive 2 to 4

inches.
As for Wednesday's event,
drivers seemed to handle things
pretty well.
Murray Police Department
Public Information Officer Brant
Shutt said very few incidents
were reported in the city when it
came to travel-related incidents,
while Calloway County Sheriff
Sam Steger said he his agency
responded to five or six wrecks in
the early-morning hours, while
two or three other vehicles
required assistance after sliding
off county roads.
"It's been really quiet ever
since then, and main roads have
gotten clearer as the day has gone
on out in the county. Back roads
are still covered so people need to
continue being careful in those
areas," Steger said.•
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From Front
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person an si mg the log an, a
having to alert the public is
passerby were able to pry
because there was no time last
Bouncer free.
week to obtain information
"At that point, the other witfrom the other party allegedly
ness just told me to get him to
involved. Colbert described the
the vet as soon as possible,"
attacking dog as appearing to be
Colbert said, which is what he
a pit bull that was mostly white
did. However, the damage was
except for black or brown
too great and Bouncer was
splotched face. He said a young
humanely euthanized.
girl was guiding the dog.
Colbert also emerged with an
"She was totally too small to
injury to a hand, apparently
be handling that dog. It was litfrom trying to free Bouncer. He
erally dragging her around. I
said that, in the effort to get
don't think she weighed more
Bouncer to the veterinary clinic,
than 100 pounds," Colbert said,
he did not have time to obtain
claiming that the person
information from the party of
exclaimed "Pick him up!" as the
the attacking dog.
dog headed down a hill near the
"That dog ate him alive, literGirl Scouts house along Sharpe.
ally ate him alive," Colbert said,
AVe'd noticed them earlier and
sorrowfully. "This is the single
we were just watching them. I
worst event I've witnessed in
cOdn't know there was a dog like
my life."
that in that neighborhood. I also
Murray Police Department
didn't know what they could do.
Public Information Officer
"If I'd thought about it quickBrant
confirmed
Shutt
er, I either would've turned and
Wednesday that MPD was sumrun away with him or would've
moned about the incident and
left the area faster."
that the case has now been
Colbert said he followed the
turned over to Calloway County
advice, picking up Bouncer and
Animal Control. Anyone with
his leash from the ground. but
information about this case can
the other dog had drawn too
contact MPD at 270-751-1621
close by then. Colbert said the
or Animal Control by way of the
other dog snatched Bouncer
Calloway County Sheriff's
from his arms with his jaws and
Office, 270-753-3151.

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

just so they could see it. They
really got excited this morning
when they saw the snow outside
Jason Walker of Murray said (and that school was out)."
MSU students passing by the
watching his three children
enjoy
sledding
after scene gave approving glances to
Wednesday's snow brought back the youngsters. This was also
true of pathan Kennedy of
memories.
"I grew up in Alabama. Now, Murray, 24, who brought some
we didn't have that much snow creative engineering to the mix
down there, but we'd get 2 or 3 by exhibiting a vehicle he simply
inches each year and we'd get so calls a ski bike, a BMX bicycle
excited," Walker said as twin frame using skis instead of tires.
"This was just something we
sons Stonen and Griffin, both 11,
and daughter Willa Kate,7, took saw a couple of years ago, so a
turns using everything from reg- buddy and I put one together,"
ular sleds to cardboard boxes said Kennedy, whose occupation
bound for a recycling center to seems perfectly suited for such a
head down the hill adjacent to creation - welding. "I'm off
the Curris Center on the Murray work today so I decided to see
State University campus. "Back how it runs. I also offer it to anyin the day, my brother and I one else who's out here, and I
would steal our mom's cookie usually get quite a few people
sheets and use those for sledding wanting to try it. It's more fun
... that is until one of them slid that way.
"I actually feel like the oldest
into a sewer drain and ended
kid out here when I'm on this
that.
"This is fun, though. Just this thing."
"When the kids see that,
past weekend, we were (in
JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
Indiana) skiing, but they can't they're going to want to try it," Griffin Walker, 11, of Murray reacts as a cardboard box on top
get enough. In fact, (Tuesday Walker said, having politely of which he was riding begins coming apart beneath him as
night) we had little flurries declined an earlier offer to ride he moves down a snow-covered hill Wednesday morning
before they went to bed and got the ski bike. "I'll let them have adjacent to the Curris Center on the Murray State University
all excited. They stepped outside all the fun."•
campus.

•Abortion-related BILL...
From Front
1505 STADIUM VIEW DRIVE • MURRAY, KY
WWW.FERNTERRACE.COM
270-759-1883

sent to a committee which will
give it a fair hearing, and therefore move it one step closer to a
floor vote," Hoover said.
The bill would update the
state's informed-airman law. It
passed the GOP-led Senate on a
32-5 vote Tuesday.That sent it to
the House, where Democrats for
years have killed bills seeking to
restrict access to abortion.
This time, House Speaker Greg
Stumbo said more of his House
Democratic colleagues have
expressed support for the
informed-consent measure than
in the past.
"When you see that many people vote on a meastue like that, it
means that obviously the will of

t-3(

the body is that they want a
chance to debate it and vote on it
on the floor," Stumbo told
reporters Wednesday.
Kentucky law requires that
women meet with a doctor prior
to an abortion. But since then,
many doctors have discussed the
procedure with women on the
phone. The new bill clarifies that
patients must meet in person with
doctors or other medical professionals designated by the doctors.
The bill's critics include Derek
Selznick of the American Civil
Liberties Union of Kentucky. He
has said it would mutt in "forced
delay" causing "needless obstacles for women."
House Democrats are clinging
to a 5046 majority, with four

special elections looming in
March that could determine who
controls the chamber.
Rep. Jim Wayne, D-Louisville,
said Hoover's motion appeared to
reflect "some flexing of muscle"
by House Republicans to push
their agenda.
Wayne said he considers abortion to be "an abomination," but
said he opposed the motion
because there's no emergency to
justify circumventing the House's
normal process for reviewing
bills.
Some Democrats sincerely
believe the measure would help
protect the unborn,Wayne said.
"There may be others dui see
this as a way to protect their
seats," he said. III
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
WICNIS announces "Battle of the Bands"
Special to the Ledger
Murray State's public radio
station, WKMS FM is accepting
entries for its 3rd annual "Battle
of the Bands" competition. The
annual contest highlights local
bands and singer-songwriters on
air and online, before hosting a
live competition for the 4 finalists at Maiden Alley Cinema on
Thursday, March 31st. The
event has been sold out for the
past two years and offers a
Grand Prize Music Promotion
Package valued at over $3,000 including on-air spots at
WKMS, slide at Maiden Alley,
main-stage performance slot at
the Lower Town Arts & Music
Festival and a $250 gift card to
Music One in Murray or
Leaches Music in Paris,
Tennessee.
Bands (groups of 1 or more)
can submit their original songs
to be considered via mp3
emailed to msu.wkms@mur-

Divergent
by Veronica Roth
CCPL's Book to Movie Book Club featured
title for January was Divergent by Veronica
Roth. .
Beatrice Prior's dystopian Chicago, society is
divided into five factions, each dedicated to the
cultivation of a particular virtue-Candor (the
honest), Abnegation (the selfless), Dauntless
(the brave), Amity (the peaceful), and Erudite
(the intelligent).
All sixteen-year-olds must take an aptitude
test that will help them select the faction to
which they will devote the rest of their lives.
For some,test results and their own nature help
to make the choice clear. For others, like
Beatrice,inner conflict and inconclusive test
results make the decision even more difficult.
For once a faction is chosen; one can never go
back and if the wrong choices are made it is
possible to become factionless.
As Beatrice enters the Choosing Ceremony,
she is still conflicted about her choice. Should
she stay with her family and live the life of
Abnegation or should she choose to be herself
and the Dauntless faction? Her choice surprises everyone, including herself.
"During the highly competitive initiation that
follows, Beatrice renames herself Tris and
struggles to determine who her friends really
are - and where, exactly, a romance with a
sometimes fascinating, sometimes infuriating
boy fits into the life she's chosen. But Tris also
has a secret, one she's kept hidden from everyone because she's been warned it can mean
death. And as she discovers a growing conflict
that threatens to unravel her seemingly perfect
society, she also learns that her secret might
help her save those she loves.., or it might
destroy her."
Divergent is book one in the bestselling
Divergent trilogy that includes Insurgent and
Allegiant. The film adaptation of Divergent
was released in 2014. It was directed by Neil

r-Yr1

raystate.edu or CD mailed to 31st at 7:00 p.m., along with ait
University
Station, encore if they win.
2018
Murray, KY 42071. The entry
Last year, over 30 bands subdeadline is Sunday, March 6th, mitted entries and the four final2016, at midnight. A signed ists at the sold-out performance
release form must accompany held at Maiden Alley were Big
the entry (all information is Atomic, The Drunken Poets,
online at www.wkms.org). Leonard The Band and Red
Previous Battle of the Bands Ember. Big Atomic was voted
champions may not compete.
the winner.
Songs or instrumentals must
WKMS broadcasts a continube: Original(no covers); Radio- ous,comprehensive mix of news
quality recordings; FCC clean; and music, with stations includdifferent from previous submis- ing 91.3 WKMS-FM, WKMS
sions if band has entered before; HD-1 and All-Music HD-2,
from bands without professional Murray; 90.9 WKMD, WKMD
recording contracts.
HD-1 and HD-2, Madisonville;
Entrants will be narrowed 89.5 WKMT, Fulton; and Alldown by a committee of WKMS Classical 92.5 Paducah., 88.9
music hosts and volunteers, fol- Murray and 105.1 Madisonville.
lowed by online judging by WKMS also streams both its
WKMS listeners. 3 finalists will News and All Classical channels
be chosen by social media,and I online at wkms.org, a robust
will be a "Judge's Choice." The website offering playlists.
finalists must be available to regional news and an online
play three songs in a live "Battle contribution page.
of the Bands" at Maiden Alley
For more information, call 1Cinema on Thursday, March 800-599-4737.•
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ROTH

1001"001110mr&i.460
Burger and stars Shailene Woodley, Theo
James, Kate Winslet, Ansel Elgort, Ray
Stevenson, and Miles Teller.
Both the book and film are highly recommended for young adult and adult readers who
enjoy dystopian stories that are action packed
and suspense filled.
Author Veronica Roth attended a year of college at Carleton College, and then transferred
to Northwestern University for its creative
writing program. She wrote her first book.
Divergent, while on winter break in her senior
year.
CCPL's Book lc/Movie Book Club leetitnes
new members.To learn more about CCAS...'s
Book to Movie Book Club and other library
programs and services please visit CCPL at 710
Main Street, Murray, KY 42071 and online at
www.callowaycountylibrary.org.

MSU faculty recital
scheduled for Jan.30

/
1
41114

14.4111

Photo provided

The winners of last year's "Battle of the Bands," The Big Atomic, are pictured above at the
2015 Finals. The Big Atomic is a band from Murray, Ky., that blurs the lines between funk,
rock, rhythm and blues, according to the band's website.
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Special to the Ledger
Murray State University Associate Professor of
Violin and Viola, Dr. Sue-Jean Park, will present a
recital on Saturday, January 30th at 3:30 pm in the
Performing Arts Hall, located on the 2nd floor of the
Old Fine Arts Building on Murray State's Main
Campus.
The program includes Franck violin Sonata, show
pieces by Elgar, Kreisler, Massenet, Paganini and
Gershwin's summertime. Pianist Min-lcyo Jung and
Brent Webster, guitar faculty at Murray State
University will accompany this recital.
The concert is free and open to the public. Following
the concert will a reception for Dr. Park, who will be
signing CDs which include Franck Sonata. CDs will be
available for $15. For more information please call the
Murray State Department of Music(270)809-4288.•

Pringle will sign
new book Feb. 11
at MSU Bookstore

Paid holidays and

vacation,
health and dental
plans,
are all part of an
excellent
benefit package!
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Special to The Ledger
The Murray State University
Bookstore will host a book signing with nationally acclaimed
playwright and Henderson
native Willie Pringle on Feb. 11.
Pringle will be signing copies
of his book, "Another Way,"
from 11 a.m.-2 p.m. Pringle is
the creator of the play "Where
We Come From."
A press release promoting the
event said that the book speaks
about his overwhelming adolescent struggles through abuse and
being an out of control teen. As
you will see, the life and times
of his journey has taken him
through battles with drugs and
alcohol, recovery over abuse,
and mental torment.
The release went on to say
that, because of God,he has discovered a new life in Christ that
has generated talk about achieving success and victory through
hardships conquered.
"The faith in God is where
our trust is increased by hoping
beyond our own expectations.
God makes the impossible pos•
sible." Pringle said.

The Murray Ledger & Times is currently accepting resumes for energetic, outgoing
individuals for Advertising Sales Representative. Responsibilities for this position include
servicing established accounts, developing advertising plans and developing new accounts
in Murray and surrounding areas. You must enjoy working with the public and be selfmotivated. Prior sales experience is required and an advertising degree would be helpful.
Pay is salary, plus commission, and will be based on education and sales experience.

DIANNAINtitiMB
INDOOR SHOW

MURRAY STATE EXPO CENTER
SATURDAY,JANUARY 23,2016•8AM-3PM
(Tractor& engine displays can set up after 9AM Friday, January

$5"Adult Admission Ilt`Ellemsnin

Applicants should be personally engaging, confident in their writing abilities, be strong
time managers and quick, creative thinkers. Nights, weekends and travel are all part of the
job. Applicants should also have a strong eye for design. A knowledge of programs such as
Quark XPress, Adobe Photoshop and InDesign is a must. Experience with a DSLR camera
- and associated hardware - is also strongly advised. The Ledger is seeking applicants
with a bachelor's degree in journalism and an understanding of Associated Press style.
Applicants will need to be able to preview a variety of content and edit media advisories
received from the university on a daily basis. Our readers expect strong, local coverage
year-round. Send clippings of your work, which can include designs and/or photos (should
be formatted appropriately), along with a resume. PDFs and web links are also acceptable.
Pay is hourly and based on experience.

GRAPHIC DESIGNER
The Murray Ledger & Times is currently accepting resumes for an experienced Graphic

Designer/Copy Editor. Proficiency with graphic design and pagination, knowledge in the
following programs is required, Adobe InDesign and Adobe Photoshop. Must be able to
multi-task and work efficiently in a fast paced environment with deadlines. Salary will
be based on experience. Send clippings of your previous work experience, along with a
resume.

For exhibitor information, please call Jim Hendrkk(270)293-7032
or Greg Hendrick(270)978-1074

Send resume to mdavis@murrayledger.com

SPONSORED BY THESE AREA BUSINESSES:
Boone Cleaneis •The Mundy Bank
• Sirloin Stockade • Kough s Farm Equipment
• Martha's Restaurant *Warehouse Tire • Murray Auto Parts,Inc.
• Interstate Ballet y System of KY'Swift Rooting Inc.
• Vinson Tractor Co.• Kelly Farms. Inc.
David Taylor Chrysler Dodge Jeep & Ram
eat

LEDGER
&TIMES

The Murray Ledger & Times
Is an equal opportunity employer.
Questions or comments
can be directed to 270-753-1916.

Line dancing offered
A new beginner's line dance class for those
60-plus will begin on Thursday, Jan. 28 from
12:30-1:15 p.m. in the. gym of the MurrayCalloway County Senior Citizen Center. The
class will be taught by Karen Armstrong. For
information, call the center at 270-753-0929.

Photo provided
GENEALOGY CLUB: The
Genealogy Club, sponsored
by the Murray-Calloway
County Senior Citizens,
meets the second Friday of
each month at the Weaks
Community Center. Pictured,
from left, are Barbara Knight,
Janice
member;
club
Thornton, club chairman and
Pat Wilson, new member.

Burns Supper to be held
The West Kentucky Highland Society is having its annual Robert Burns Supper at the
Murray Woman's Clubhouse at 704 Vine on
Saturday, Jan. 23. The doors open at 6 p.m. and
dinner is served at 6:30 p.m. For more information and to reserve seats through Paypal, visit
www.murraykyhighlandgames.com/robenbums-dinner.hunl. Cost per person is $30 for the general public and
$25 for WKHS members who have attended two or more meetings
this year. It is $35 to join WKHS and attend the dinner.
Datebook
Martha
FinneY Andrus.
Community

Sew-A-Thon seeks volunteers

The annual Sew-A-Thon of First United Methodist Church will
begin Monday, Jan. 25 through Friday, Jan. 29. Volunteers come
together to cut, sew and serge dresses, shorts and blankets for children in Central America. Volunteers are needed at FUMC in the
CLC gym from 9 a.m. until 3 p.m. each day. A light lunch will be
provided by the United Methodist Women. For information,contact
Margaret Fritts at 270-293-8068.
Photo provided
CLUB: Dr. Bob
LIONS
Davies, president of Murray
State University, received a
plaque from the Lions Club at
its meeting on Tuesday, Jan.
12 in appreciation for the
support the university gave
the club during its recent
online auction. Davies was
the featured speaker and
gave a state of the university
address outlining many of the
issues currently impacting
MSU. Pictured, from left, is
Murray State University
Assistant Athletic Director
Steve Harrell, Davies and
Lions Club Vice President,
Paul McCreary.

LBL receives field trip grant from National Park Foundation
Special to the Ledger
Land Between The Lakes is one of 186 federal sites selected to
,receive a 2016 field trip grant from the National Park Foundation,
the official charity of America's national parks. The grant will help
offset transportation costs for students staying at Brandon Spring
Group Center, an overnight group facility that focuses on environmental education.
This grant, part of the Foundation's Open OutDoors for Kids program, supports the White House youth initiative "Every Kid in a
Park."
"It is inspiring to see the National Park Foundation and many
other partners step up to support our goal of getting fourth graders
and their families into parks, public lands and waters that belong to
all Americans," said U.S. Secretary of the Interior, Sally Jewell.
"These generous grants will ensure children across the country have
an opportunity to experience the great outdoors in their community
while developing a lifelong connection to our nation's land, water
and wildlife."
National Park Foundation grants have made it possible for more
than 400,000 students (including this year's grantees) to visit
national parks and other public lands and waters.
"We want to help people everywhere,from all backgrounds. discover how national parks, forests, wildlife refuges and other public
lands and waters are relevant to their lives, and the best way to do
that is to give people the opportunity to experience them first-hand."
said Will Shafroth, president of the National Park Foundation
- "Through our grants that provide funding for transportation and inpark learning, we are able to connect youth and their families to
:these special places and inspire people across the country to find
'. their park which, in turn, can foster a lifelong connection to all that
: public lands and waters have to offer."
•
The grant will benefit around 240 students staying at Brandon
„,•
Spring by offsetting transportation costs for schools. Students stay-
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Knit-wits to meet

The Knit-wits group will meet Friday, Jan. 22 at 1 p.m., in the
library of the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center.
Knitters and crocheters of all levels are welcome. For more information, call Dot at 270-293-5588.

Warming Center open

The Murray-Calloway County Warming Center is open through
Feb. 28. Individuals and families are welcome but no pets. For
information regarding overnight needs,call 270-753-6908 Monday
— Friday between the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. For those
needing overnight shelter, please arrive at the St. John Episcopal
facility before 9 p.m. unless prior arrangements have been made.
For emergency assistance after 9 p.m., contact the local police
department. For those needing a warm place during the day
between the hours of 11 a.m. and 6 p.m., contact Murray Family
Church at 270-759-0800.

AARP Safe Driving class offered

An AARP Safe Driving class will be offered Wednesday, Feb. 3
from 8 a.m. until 12:30 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Center for Health and Wellness. Learn proven safety
strategies to maintain confidence behind the wheel. Seniors,age 50plus, who take the class are eligible for a discount on their auto
insurance premium for up to three years. Kentucky insurance must
offer a discount to all who complete the class. Pre-registration is
required as the class size is limited. AARP members may register at
a discounted rate. For more information on cost and age requirements and to register, call 270-762-1348 or come to the front desk
of the Center for Health and Wellness.

ing at Brandon Spring Group Center have a chance to learn about
the environment and complete Junior Forest Ranger activities
before and after their stays. Students with fourth grade passes will
also have a chance to visit the Homeplace 1850s Working Farm and
MCCH to host nutrition program
Woodlands Nature Station for free.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Wellness Works will host
travel
offset
will
that
grant
this
of
recipient
a
"We are excited to be
Talk: Rethink Your Drink" on Friday, Jan. 22 from 9"Nutrition
expenses for 4th grade classes," said Jeff Laird, customer service
at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Center for
aim
9:30
manager at Land Between The Lakes. "Visits to Brandon Spring Health and Wellness.
provide hands-on outdoor learning opportunities that enhance classroom lessons and give students an opportunity to apply what they
Open House at MCCH Wellness Center
learn."
The Center for Health and Wellness will host a Holiday Open
For the full list of grantees and their projects, visit www.national- House on Saturday, Jan. 23 form 8-10 a.m. at the Health and
parks.org/every kidinapark
Wellness Center. of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Join the
The National Park Foundation is the official charity of America's center with no joining fee with a six-month contract on this day
national parks and nonprofit partner to the National Park Service. only. Free health screenings for body mass index, waist circumferChartered by Congress in 1967,the National Park Foundation raises ence, hemoglobin AIC (blood drawn) with three month average
private funds to help protect more than 84 million acres of national blood sugar, no fasting required will be done. There will be free
parks through critical conservation and preservation efforts, connect give-aways and free 10-minute chair massages.
all Americans with their incomparable natural landscapes, vibrant
4-H Piggy Bank project being held
culture and rich history and inspire the next generation of park stewcommupark
national
The 4-H Piggy Banks being made in January are to be turned in
the
of
part
a
become
and
more
out
Find
ards.
by Friday, Jan. 29 at 4:30 p.m. Rules are available at the UK
nity at www.nationalparks.org.•
Cooperative Extension Office. The banks will be on display during
the month of February at local banks. February is Kentucky Saves
Month. The winning bank will advance to regional competition.

W.A.T.C.H. needs aluminum cans

Special to the Ledger
Need Line is accepting applications for the Commodity
Supplemental Food Program, which supplements the nutritional
needs of persons ages 60 or older. To be eligible for the program,
participants must be a resident of the county in which they apply,
meet income guidelines, and complete all paperwork. Apply in person at Need Line, 509 N. Eighth St., Monday through Friday from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
For more information call 270-753-6333.•
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The W.A.T.C.H. Center, 702 Main Street, needs aluminum cans
for an ongoing fundraising project. Cans may be dropped off any
time day or night seven days a week by driving through the driveway/parking lot on the west side of the center and placing them in
the cotton wagon.

Soup for the Soul serves weeknights

Soup for the Soul Community Kitchen serves free dinner each
night Monday - Friday,from 4-6 p.m., at 411 Maple Street, downtown Murray. Donations are always accepted. For more information, call 270-759-0800.

Donations needed for cemetery upkeep

The Hazel Cemetery is in need of donations for the upkeep of the
cemetery. Persons owning lots or with family buried in Hazel are
asked to contribute. Donations may be sent to Patsy Bramlett, P.O.
Box 8, Hazel, KY 42049.
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Donations for Back-Pack program
Need Line has issued a need for items for the children's weekend
Back-Pack Food program. Items needed are fruit cups, cereal
boxes, 100 percent juice boxes, cereal/granola bars, cheese crackers, shelf stable milk (8 oz. size), and small bags of pretzels. All
items need to be individual serving size. Need Line is located at 509
North Eighth Street. For any questions, call 270-753-6333.

* Hand-Tuned Wind Chimes
* Memorial Stones & Crosses
* Birdbaths & Statuary
-RkeseireAr
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Volunteer Murray website available
STORMY:
Domestic Short Hair gray • Adult • Female

MISTY:
Domestic Short Hairgray • Adult • Female

SHELTER HOURS:
MON.-FRI. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 PM
or more intormaboh contact
Murray-t.alloway County Animal Shelter
it(270)759-4141

Volunteer Murray is an online website for volunteerism in
Murray and Calloway County. The website offers volunteers a list
of opportunities to help local nonprofits. Visit www.volunteermurray.org to sign up. Nonprofit organizations may also use the system
by clicking the Agency Signup button. For more information, call
270-753-0317.

West KY Mentoring seeks cartridges
West KY Mentoring needs your used ink jet/laser cartridges.
They recycle them and use the money to provide activities for the
children and mentors in their Rosman.Call 270-761-5744 for more
information.
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Thelma Rose,93,of Murray,Kentucky died at 6:50 p.m. Tuesday,
Jan. 19,3)16 at her home.
She was born Oct. 1, 1922 in Marshall County, Kentucky, to
Clanon A Izella Green Gamble.
She was a member of the Grace Baptist Church.
She was preceded in death by her husband,Euel Rose; her parents;
a son,Euel Michael Rose; sisters, Ruby Gamble and Margie Myers
and a brother,Edmond Gamble.
Mrs. Rose is survived by her son, Barry Rose and wife Diane of
Murray; a daughter-in-law, Rosetta Rose of Murray; three sisters,
Murlene Crouch of Murray, Eva Mae Siress of Benton and Donna
Wheatley of Almo; brothers, Kenneth Gamble and wife Pat, Paul
Gamble and wife Joyce and Leroy Gamble and wife Rose Mary, all
of Benton; five granddaughters, Kimberly Rose Elkins and husband
Eric of Benton, Kristie Rose Thompson and husband Mickey and
Ashley Rose Houston and husband Justin, all of Murray,'Tiffany
Rose Kernel and husband Clayton of Louisville, Tennessee and
Traci Rose Cossey and husband Trent of Murray; nine great-grandchildren, Morgan Elkins, McKenzie Elkins, Jacob Thompson,
Benjamin Thompson, Kaylee Kemell, Carter Kemell, Kadence
Kernel, Colton Kernel] and Braxton Cossey and one stepgreatgrandchild, Cole Houston.
Funeral services will be at 1 p.m. Friday, Jan. 22, 2016 at the
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home with Rev. Kerry Lambert
officiating. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be from 5-8 p.m. Thursday, Jan. 21, 2016 at the
funeral home.
Online condolences may be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Bill: Drunken drivers would have
to wait 10 years to clear records
By ADAM BEAM
Associated Press

"For a lot of people, the first
DUI is a mistake. And they
never have another one," Parrett
said. "The second one is not a
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - mistake. The third or fourth or
Drunken drivers would have to fifth are big problems, and we
wait 10 years for convictions to need to
correct that."
come off their records under a
State corrections officials say
bill that cleared the state Senate
the bill, if it becomes law, will
on Wednesday, potentially
likely increase the number of
increasing the number of repeat
repeat offenders, thus adding to
offenders and adding to the
the state's prison population.
state's local jail population.
First-time drunken drivers Last year, more than 15,680
often avoid jail time in people were convicted of firstKentucky. Second and third offense DUI. Another 3,300
offenses require jail time of.up were Convicted:* of a second
to six months or one year. A offense,and more than 700 were
fourth offense brings a felony convicted of a third offense,
according to the Legislative
conviction.
A driver previously convicted Research Commission.
It is not known how many
of drunken driving is treated as
a first-time offender if the first more people would have been
offense occurred more than five convicted of subsequent DUI
years before the second.
offenses had the window been
• The state Senate voted 35-1 on expanded to 10 years.
Wednesday to increase the time
Second and third convictions
period to 10 years. Republican are misdemeanor offenses,
state Sen. John Schickel of meaning offenders would serve
Union was the lone "no" vote.
their sentences in local jails
Democratic state Sen. Dennis instead of a state prison. The
Parrett wrote the bill after 17- commission said it costs local
year-old Brianna Taylor, a high jails $31.34 per
day to house an
school student from Hardin
inmate.
County, was killed in a car acciWhile Republicans control the
dent in 2014. The driver of the
state Senate by a wide margin,
other car, Michael Todd Hilton,
the bill was written and sponwas charged with multiple
crimes, including driving under sored by Democrats. It now
the influence of alcohol. He had heads to the Democratic-conHouse
of
multiple prior DUI convictions, trolled
but they could not be used Representatives.
"I have not heard any opposiagainst him in court because
they occurred outside of the tion to it," House Speaker Greg
Stumbo said. "I don't see anyfive-year window.
A jury convicted Hilton of thing wrong with it. ... I don't
murder last year and sentenced have any sympathy for drunk
drivers."•
him to life in prison.

Cloadstto Ballard
Charlotte Ballard, 72, of Metropolis, Illinois, formerly of New
Concord, Kentucky, died Monday, Jan. 18, 2016 at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah, Kentucky.
Before her retirement,Charlotte was an executive secretary for the
Matsushita Company in Danville. She was a member of Good
Shepherd United Methodist Church of Murray.
She was preceded in death by her parents, John and Geneva
McOunsey Edwards,two sisters and one brother.
Mrs. Ballard is survived by her husband,Eron Ballard; three children,Kathy Rygh of Odell,Illinois; Kelly Eickleberry of Metropolis
and Kevin Shoemaker of Grayslake, Illinois; a sister, Bernice Ward
of Streator, Illinois; five grandchildren,two great-grandchildren and
several nieces and nephews.
A memorial visitation will be Saturday, Jan. 23, 2016 at St. Paul
Lutheran Church, Pontiac, Illinois at 10 am. with the service starting at 11 a.m. Pastor Mary Kay Henson will officiate.
A memorial service will be at Good Shepherd United Methodist
Church on Sunday,Jan. 31,2016 at 2 p.m. officiated by Tim Escue.
Lunch will be served at 12:30 p.m. prior to the memorial service.
In lieu of flowers, donations may be made to St. Jude Children's
Hospital or a hospice of your choice.
Lindsey Funeral Home,Paducah, is in charge of arrangements.•

Western Kentucky coal miner's death
marks third nationally so far in 2016
By DYLAN LOVAN
Associated Press
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)- A
coal miner in western Kentucky
died after being pinned against a
wall by a mobile digging
machine in an underground
mine,the first coal mining death
in the state this year and the
third nationally.
The death prompted a top U.S.
mine safety official to call for
increased enforcement and education efforts at the nation's coal
mines.
Nathan G. Phillips, 36, was
operating a continuous miner
machine at the Dotiki Mine in
Webster County when he was
killed Tuesday.
Federal mine safety officials
issued a new rule last year that
seeks to prevent similar accidents by requiring motion sensing equipment ow ntinuous
miners, which are digging
machines commonly used at
underground coal mines. The
equipment, called a proximity
detector, gives warning signals
and even shuts the machine
down when a worker wearing a
sensor gets too close. It was not
known if the machine Phillips
was operating had a proximity
detector. Some older machines
are exempt from the rule until
2018.
The other deaths this year
were in Pennsylvania and West
Virginia.
Joe Main, head of the U.S.
Labor Department's Mine Safety
and Health Administration, said
Wednesday that the deaths were
"troubling" after the industry set
a record low of 11 coal-mining
deaths in 2015. He said the
agency will be ramping up

enforcement and education
efforts at mines, and sent out an
alert to the industry.
"All miners deserve to work
their shifts and return home at
the end of the day, safe and
healthy." Main said.
Kentucky had just two miningrelated deaths in 2015.
"I am greatly saddened to hear
of the loss of this young man's
life," Kentucky Energy and
Environment Cabinet Secretary
Charles Snavely said of Phillips
in a news release. "The safety of
all of our Kentucky miners is
our top priority and even one
accident or fatality is one too
many."
The western Kentucky mine is
owned by Alliance Resource
Partners, which operates several
mines in the Illinois Coal Basin.
An Alliance spokesman didn't
immediately return an email
request for more information.
Main and other mine safety
officials traveled to a southern
Indiana mine owned by Alliance
last year to announce the new
rule and see a demonstration of
the proximity detectors.
Federal officials said in a
release at the time that Alliance
had already installed proximity
detectors on 82 of its continuous
miners ahead of the rule.
About half of the nation's 863
continuous mining machines
had already been outfitted with
the detectors last year, the mine
safety agency said. About three
dozen miners have been killed
by getting pinned or crushed by
continuous mining machines
since 1984.•
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Fort Knox to gain 223 employees in 2016
FORT KNOX, Ky.(AP) - Fort Knox is expected to gain 223
employees this year as a result of the reorganization of the 4th
Cavalry Brigade and addition of the U.S. Army Reserve Careers
Division headquarters.
A Fort Knox news release says 129 people will be added because
the 4th Cavalry Brigade at Fort Knox is transitioning to a multifunctional training brigade format and adding three new battalion
headquarters.
The brigade provides assistance and training to active and reserve
forces before and during deployment.
The Army Reserve Careers Division headquarters will also move
to Fort Knox from Gillem Enclave, Georgia, and is expected to
begin operations in July with 94 personnel.•

•MAN CHARGED...
From Front

"He was going for a short

Wednesday the man received a drive in town. I understand his
$110 ticket after an officer spot-, excuse was he was too old, too
ted a car resembling a pile of
snow on the road in Brussels, weak to brush off the snow,"
Ontario on Tuesday.
Stanley said.
The man,whose name was not
Police tweeted a picture of the
released, was charged with having an obstructed view.
car.
Police spokesman James
"Can't make this stuff up," the
Stanley said the man said he
was too old and weak to brush it OPP wrote. "Driver charged
off. The officer cleared the snow
today in Brussels actually drivfrom the man's car and let him
ing like this."
on his way.

mu
=
Protestors rally
outside of the
state Capitol during Michigan Gcw.
Rick Snyder's
State of the State
address on
Tuesday, Jan. 19,
2016, in Lansing,
Mich. (Sean
Proctor/The Flint
Joumal-Mlive.com
via AP)

Governors' emails show debate
over blame for Flint water crisis
By DAVID EGCERT
Associated Press
LANSING, Mich.(AP)- A day after doctors reported high levels of
lead in Flint children, Gov. Rick Snyder's chief of staff told him the "real
responsibility" for the city's water issues rested with local government
officials, emails released Wednesday showed.
Snyder's messages about the Flint water crisis indicated that then-chief
of staff Dennis Muchmore was questioning in late September whether the
state was responsible for the water crisis. But he also noted that state officials had signed off on the city's switch to a new water source.
The next day,Muchmore wrote to Snyder and other top aides,complaining that critics were focusing on the lead issue and 'looking for someone
to blame." But, he said, two state agencies and the US. Environmental
Protection Agency "can't find evidence ofa major change" in lead contamination.
Snyder released emails sent to him or by him. He did not release those
of his staff. In Michigan, the executive office is exempt from publicrecords requests, but Snyder said he took the unprecedented step so people
"know the truth."
By October, the Snyder administration was forced to acknowledge lead
concerns and help Flint return to the Detroit water system. His administration is engulfed in criticism.
Also Wednesday,Snyder asked President Barack Obama to reconsider
the denial of a federal disaster declaration to address the crisis, saying its
poses an "imminent and long-term threat" to residents.
Obama declared an emergency - qualifying the city for $5 million but concluded that the high lead levels are not a disaster based on the legal
requirement that disaster money is intended for natural events such as fires
or floods. Snyder had estimated a need for up to $95 million over a year.
In his appeal letter, Snyder called the decision a "narrow reading" and
likened fix crisis to a flood, "given that qualities within the water, over a
long term, damaged the city's infrastructure in ways that were not immediately or easily detectable."
The crisis "is a natural catastrophe in the sense that lead contamination
into water is a natural process," the governor wrote.
Flint's water became contaminated with lead when the city switched its
water source in 2014 as a cost-cutting measure while under the city was
under crate financial management.
The governor said the state and city cannot meet all the needs of Flint
residents and painted a bleak picture ofthe city. He predicted that the crisis
will lead to years, potentially decades,of health problems and economic
losses, as well as infrastructure repairs that neither the city, county nor
state can afford.
The lead- which can lead to behavior problems and learning disabilities in children and kidney ailments in adults - has left Flint residents
unable to drink unfiltered tap water.The National Guard,state employees,
local authorities and volunteers have been distributing lead tests, filters
and bottled water. Snyder aides pledged that by the end of the week officials would visit every household in Flintto ensure they hate water filters.
Democrats said Snyder, a second-term Republican, only recently
acknowledged the magnitude of the fiasco, at least three months too late.
"This is the kind of disaster, the kind of failure to deliver basic services
that hurts peoples trust in government," House Minority Leader Tim
Greimel said.
Flint Mayor Karen Weaver refused to call for Snyder's resignation while
at the U.S. Conference of Mayors meeting in Washington, D.C., saying
investigations should go forward. She said she wants Snyder to give Flint
"the services and the money,the funds that we need to address the population."•
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Logi
Nodes

ORDINANCE NUMBER 2015-168§
An Ordinance amending the City of Murray Code of
Ordinances 118.075(A)AND(C)to amend the
permitted hours of sale to begin at 6:00a.m. and end
at 1:00a.m. daily from Monday through Sunday at
1:00a.m. for distilled spirits, wine or malt beverages
by the drink and for retail drink (tavern) establishments permitted to sell alcoholic beverages. Except
there shall be no sales under this section after
1:00a.m. on Sunday.
WAbbiek Rome
Mayor
Attest:
Ws June Batte
City Clerk
Summary Prepared By Warren Hopkins
Attorney for the City of Murray

Rental*

Articles
For Si.

Leimi
116111[

Sports
WATER
Equipment.
Large inflatable tow raft
and rope (new), New
wakeboard and boots.
Pair of skis, ski mirror,
2 ski ropes, 4 life jackets (sm, med, L, XXL).
Entire lot $300. 270753-2804.

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS
005 E South 12th c‘t

(270) 753-1713
010
Legal
Notice
PUBLIC SALE
Satuday January 23rd
at 8am.
Mini
Beach
Neon
Storage
812 Witnell Ave
Selling Units: 889, CB3
020
Notice
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
060
Help Wanted
BOOKKEEPER
Needed
Knowledge of
accounts receivable,
payable, and financial
reports
Knowledge of
Peachtree helpful,
payroll and quartly
reports.
All forms of accounting.
Send Resume to:
PO Box 1386
Murray, KY 42071
CHILDCARE
Professional wanted
for area center teacher
w/ experience preferred. 270-753-2077.
Calloway
MURRAY
County Need Line, INC
has a part time/ temporary job opening, This
will include assisting
with warehouse duties
and working with volunteers. Applications and
lob requirements are
avaiable at the Need
Line office located at
509 North 8th Street,
Murray from 10AM until
4PM Monday through
Friday. Applications will
until
accepted
be
Wednesday January
20th at 2PM.

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.com,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you,

TYPE A CDL agricultural driver needed. Must
be willing to work long
hours and weekends if
needed. Drug screen
Background
and
check_ 270-492-8702.
140
Want to Buy
'ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry 270753-3633
Cash paid for
good, used guns

H & H Guns
inside
Bensons Sporting
Goods
519 S. 12th, St.
Murray
270-753-1342

E

••'OWNER
FINANCE'••
Doublewide Mobilehm
with land, New deck,
New paint, 313R, 2BA,
dishwasher,
New
Gravel drive, block110
foundation.
Sundance Almo, KY.
$3500 Down, $595
Month. Ruthie 270753-2222
280
tiaras For Rent

Help Wiled

MOBILE homes
rent, 270-293-8116

1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
required
270-7534109.
1BR Apt, close to campus, No pets. $310
plus security deposit.
270-556-7928
2BR 1.5BA, no pets.
plus
month,
550
904A
deposit.
Southwood Dr. 270293-5423
2BR brick. Clean, No
Pets, $395/Month 270293-6070
2BR, IBA duplex. 270753-0259
Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
1BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-7534556
1505 Duiguld Drive
TDD 1400-545-1833 ext 283
ji 5
The monsoon a an eqsaa
cs3poeneun p.andin
engnaver
and
II
NEW apartment in
Hazel. $550.00/mo.
plus deposit all utilities
270-492included
8211

340
For Rent

GlenDi
Are you tired of spending your hard
earned money on the road???
Why not make a change
and be home to see your family.
GlenDi Inc. gets you
Home Every Weekend.
Now hiring drivers' with a Class A CDL.
Mileage pay by experience
Stop pay.
Delay time pay
Holiday pay.
Health Insurance.
Retirement Plan.
Call Shane at 270-759-5540 for more
details WF from 10am-4prn.

KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

430

E

Murray Ledger & Times Fair
Housing An Notice
All real estate advertised herein
is suMect to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or &summation based on race, color, tehgion, sex, handicap, familial status or national origin, or intention to make any such preferences, limitations or discrimination.
State laws forbid disairrimation
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law.
5* will knowingly accept any
advertising for real estate which
is riot in violation of the law. All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity basis.
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P. milatn,(Z13)648-1000.

Obedience.
DOG
www.glendhenmere.co
270)436-2858.
or French
English
Bulldog puppies. 270335-3943
270-994-3915
410

MINI
STORAGE.
unt1111 I

Public Si.
AUSTIN Auction
StKVICe
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

urvelllance•Electricity '4
_mate Control Unite

eil Ave.

WE WANT YOUR
AUCTIONS!!

2 or 3BR Houses
Lease 8 Deposit
Required
270-753-4109

HOUSE for rent, near
hospital. 1003 Main St.
Murray, KY. 2BR, 1BA
stove and refrigerator,
dryer
washer and
hookup, garage, no
pets. Call for more
Information 270-527-

Very nice 3EIR home
Appliances and carpets.
No
port
References required.
Coleman RE 270-7539896

KEY MINI-WAREHOUSES

OALL NICKI TO
ADVERTISE
TODAY!!

---- • 1850 State Route 121 South • ---Murray, Ky 42071
270.753.5562
Located at Key Auto Parts
I

270-753-1916

AL.

UNIT PRI( L St.(11RITI

5x10.. $20.00
1 Ox 30..$60.00
1 Ox24..$50.00
10x 12..$22.50

10x20..$45.00
10x10..$30.00
10x 15..$35.00
Deposit Required

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

iCor lRimerteW Prop. For Rem

Corner of 121 S. &

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Hours:
Mon, - Fn
8:00-4:00
Saturday,
8:00-1200

Retail or Office
Space

LMe Property
I
12
[
2.6 Acres Lake Fron
on Cyrpress Creek.
4BR, 2BA with Full
Basement Like New
Condition. Stock 2.5
Car Garage. Carport.
8.
Driveways
All
Paved.
Walkways
270-293$439,900
4602

LEr*DaR&TimEs
753-1916

270-753-8964

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

480

753-9562

Mishits

www.hillelectric.com

USED TIRES
14 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
Junk & tree work.

Call 753-5606
A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation

490
Used Cars

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

Well Dri7/ing
WellPump Service
Residential &
Agricultural
Chris Tucker
270-293-4406

270-753-4461
530

CLEAN CUT
LAWN SERVICE
LANDSCAPING
MULCHING

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
&TRUCKING
All Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-8686

LEAF REMOVAL

450

109-B N. 3rd Street
1,100 SO. FT
(Formerly The Red
Bug-retail shop)

530
Services Offered

We Finance

The
first
place
to
start...

720 S. 4TH ST.
IOXIO'S & 10x15's
(270) 436-2524

1•010111•11

For Si

LARGE home/farm for
sale. 97 acres, can be
divided. Call for more
info. 270-559-2032

DRYWALL & painting:
no job too big or
small.Handyman services as well. Free estimates. Call Logan at
270-293-0404.

IP,IP•
DO 000
Babiesof 2- 015
- Actual Size -

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

Please All out this form and mall it to:
Murray ledger &Times,PO Box 1040, Murray,KY 42071;
or drop It off at the office located at
1001 Whitnell Ave.in Murray.
-1 Boy

UGirl

Name of Child
Date of Birth:
Weight:

haft

Length:
Name of Parents:

Have Storage
Space for Rent
Call us We will be
you Advertise
270-753-1916

Your Name:

Your Phone:

DEADLINE:JAN.22, 2016 AT 5 PM
Contact Nick,d 270-733-111141
for more Inforraationl

270ih°

Thank you for your business!

460
Homes For Si.

lla&Supplies

All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

UNIT Slit

Camp Septic Cleaning of Murray
Residential & Commercial
753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner

Call NICK! PEACH
at 270-753-1916 to place your ad today!

• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance

to

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 270-759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD # 711

Nip Wonted

.
-1f you've got It we can store It

dam's For Si.

060

060

BUYING, BUYING, BUYING
Wrecked, running and non-running
autos, battenes, and all aluminum

270-753-2905

Apartments For Rent
SRNA Weekend Days
Baylor Position. 6a-6p
work 12 hours paid for
16 hoours.
Fulltime SRNA days.
APPLY IN PERSON:
Green Acres Health
West
402
Care
Farthing St. Mayfield,
KY 42066. NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE!

bops& SERVICE DIRECTORY

GARLANt
RENTAL

ELI
Lic
I?

360

360

010

VISA

GAR'

Sam Smith
September 8, 2015
7 lbs • 12 oz • 21"
Joe & Judy Smith 11

ONE SPACE:
$12
TWO SPACES:
$18

Make a
Flirty CI.
Call UV(
now. 1-E

Advertis
EVENT,
TION et
other ne
$250. Si
making
informat
departm
call KPS
sparry@

BUSII

OPPORDAILY, C
minute o
about $1
8295 or
nell@leg
Legal St
Associat

EDU

HEALTH
NEEDEC
job read)
ENCE NI
Medical
or in Hot
for FREE
Diploma/
needed.

l'imes

NIurrisi Ledger 6, limes

MIN

•Handyrnen Services
L.allImore Electrical Contractors.
LLC

•Pressure Washing

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC

-Gutter Cleaning

SUDOKU

FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE

•Yd Work

Conceptis SuceoKu

7

DEI3filb HE MOLAL

ELECTRIC
Licensed &
Insured

270-293-3248

Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-2Z7-1106
Al
fr

ADULT
Make a Connection. Real People,
Flirty Chat. Meet singles right now!
Call Livelinks. Try it FREE. Call
now. 1-888-979-2264.
ANNOUNCEMENTS

ectric
1986
ttial &
ercial
Insured
- big or
dl
0562
xtric.com

.-AFFORDing. Clean
s, gutters,
work.
Nell &
tlon

Paling
o Servic
ntia/ &
dtura/

'ticker
3-4406

EPTIC
PING
ITtON
:KING
pric Needs
lotion

Advertise your JOB OPENING,
EVENT, ITEMS FOR SALE, AUCTION etc. in this newspaper plus 85
other newspapers in KY for only
$250. Save time and money by
making one call for all! For more
information, contact the classified
department of this newspaper or
call KPS 1-502-223-8821, email:
sparry@kypress.com

(270)226-0194

TRUCK DRIVERS HELP WANTED
35 DRIVER TRAINEES NEEDED!
Learn to drive for Wemer
Enterprises! Earn up to 42k first
Year! NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED!
Local CDL Training gets you job
ready ASAP! 1-877-243-1812

CLASS A CDL FLATBED DRIVERS
*NEW 389 Pete's *Trucks set @
70MPH *Starting pay up to .41
CPM *Health Ins. *401K *Per Diem
Pay *Home Weekends. 800-6489915 or www.boydandsons.com

APPLY NOW! CDL Drivers in High
Demand! Get you CDL Training in
16 days at Truci Amenca Training
and go to world State- W1A Grants
and VA Accebted. Tuition Financing
Available. 1st yr. avg. $40,000 per
ATA (502)955-6388 or (866)2443644.

INTERNET/PHONE SERVICE
AT&T U-Verse Internet starting at
$15/month or TV & Internet starting
at $49/month for 12 months with 1 year agreement. Call 1- 800-4456403 to leam more.

13

7
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Difficu ty Level ***

Horoscope

HOME WEEKENDS! $1,000 sign
on bonus. Regional flatbed. No tarp
freight. Excellent pay and benefits.
Owner/Ops welcome. Call 800-5545661, ext 331.
www.tIxtransportjobs

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, Jan. 22,
2016:
This year your relationships with others star
as a major preoccupation. At the same time,
you become aware of your need for space.
Rather than creating uproar, verbalize this
need. If you are single, you often weigh the
pros and cons of how much to give and what
is too much. Understand that you might
need to date for a while before getting
involved with someone. If you are attached,
the two of you have a better time when
you're alone together. You naturally adore
and respect each other. Honor each others
need for space. CANCER's moods can go
from one extreme to the other.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have: 5-Dynamic; 4-Positive; 3-Average; 2So-so; 1 -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** You might be rejoicing that the
weekend is right around the corner.
Someone who is significant to your life might
decide to be controlling; it's his or her way or
the highway. You're likely to choose the
highway. Don't create uproar. Tonight: Let off
steam with your friends.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Your words have power. Witness the
response you get after you issue an insightful ultimatum. Be ready for the knee-jerk
reaction that you have evoked. By the end of
the day, you could feel that the uproar was
not worth it. Considwrunning away. Tonight.
Out and about.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** You could be suppressing some discomfort or anger. If you see yourself spending money like a drunken sailor, you might
want to stop and ask yourself what's bothering you. A loved one might be pushing your
buttons a little too hard. Tonight: You don't
need to make a big splash.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You are about to expenence a Full
Moon in your sign tomorrow. You respond to
the energy of the Moon more than any other

:pair

;ravel,
Rock,
Mulch
I3-8686

THANK YOU

& painting:
io big or
/man serv:. Free estiI Logan at
34.

6 7
23
48
54
3 1

by Jacqueline Bigar

DISH NETWORK - Get MORE for
LESS! Starting $19.99/ month (for
12 months). PLUS bundle & Save.
(Fast Internet for $15 more/month.)
Call Now 1-800-417-8079.

INDEPENDENT CONTRACTORS!
Now leasing 3/4 or 1 ton truck owners with 2 years towing expenence.
CDLA or Chauffeur license
required. Deliver Nationwide. Call
480-833-4000 Ext. 2

9

Licensed & insured

SAWMILLS from only $4397.00 MAKE & SAVE MONEY with your
own bandmill - Cut lumber any
dimension. In Stock ready to ship.
FREE Info/DVD:
www.NorwoodSawmills.com 1-800578-1363 ext. 300N

HELP WANTED

6
1
4

Service on all
major brands

SERVICES

EDUCATIONAL TRAINING
HEALTHCARE ADMIN TRAINEES
NEEDED! Online Training gets you
job ready at Bryan U. NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED! Work as a
Medical Secretary, Office Manager
or in Hospital Administration! Call
for FREE INFO KIT! HS
Diploma/GED & Computer/Internet
needed. 1-888-424-9418

Serving
West Kentucky

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

ATTENTION: VIAGRA and CIALIS
Users! A cheaper alternative to high
drugstore prices! 50 Pill Special $99 FREE Shipping! 100 Percent
Guaranteed. Call Now: 1-800-4902790.

,

Hill Appliance
Repair

YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Sennce.Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 270-436-2562,
270-226-4504

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
OPPORTUNITY TO GET PAID
DAILY, Great Home Business, 3
minute overview 518-530-1390. Ask
about $100 cash referral! 502-3708295 or 423-331-7175 or fredcornell@legalshieldassociate.com,
Legal Shield, Independent
Associate.

8

Jason Hill

HEALTH SERVICES

78
4

9
2

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
•Tnmming
*Removal
*Stump Grinding
*Firewood
*Insured
(270) 489-2839

Over 28 Years
Experience

Answer to previous puzzle

4

WWW.GECMURRAY.COM

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

6

5
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

James tIiusrs

GARY W.DICK

By Dave Green

2

Gary 2704274420

(270) 759-0890

Suctoku a a number-pomp puzzle belied on a 94 gniS
several groan numbers The asect is to plaice the nisi:era
9 in the empty squires so Wet each row, tech column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only or
The difficulty level
of Pie Concepts Suctoku rasses trom Montity10 Sunday

To everyone who attended and/or contributed to
the recent Benefit for the Carter Family:
Your support and generosity is appreciated more than you
can ever know. Thank you from the bottom of our hearts.
The Carter Family
ACTUAL AD SIZE

sign does. In fact, a manic quality, often
associated with your response to the Full
Moon, could emerge at any moment.
Tonight: Get some exercise.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You are likely to say what you mean,
which could startle several people. News
heads your way that might put a different
slant on a personal matter. Don't hesitate to
take action. Make a call, and seek out more
information. Tonight: In the swing of the
moment.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You have been focused on manifesting a long-term goal. You are on the
precipice of making this dream become a
reality. Do not lose sight of where you're
heading. Stay out of the uproar that surrounds your friends and acquaintances.
Tonight: Celebrate the moment!
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** You often coil up with tension, especially when you feel the need to answer not
only to yourself but also to others. You have
a highly evolved sense of responsibility.
Perhaps it's your values that cause much of
your stress. Tonight: Uncork the tension, and
let off some steam.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You could become volatile and overly reactive to a situation. An alternative might
be to distance yourself from the issue and
take another look at it from a detached
place. You could see the whole matter from
a more evolved perspective. Tonight:
Empathize rather than judge.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** If you encounter a problem, go
directly to the source. Have a long-overdue
discussion. You easily could find a resolution. Your success today lies in your ability to
interact with others. Know that it is important
to walk in someone else's shoes. Tonight:
Make love, not war.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Relationships are a high priority.
You might find others to be demanding, or
not as easygoing as you might like. They
also could find you to be unusually controlling. Remember not to play into any uproar.
Tonight: The only thing you can do wrong is
be alone.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** You often run on frenetic energy. At
some point, you won't be able to go any further. Today it appears as if someone has
pulled the plug and you are left running on
less energy. Know when to call it quits. Later
you will be better for the experience. Tonight:
Not to be found.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You have a delightful imagination. A
friend might not understand exactly where
you're coming from. Remember that fact
later, when having discussions with this person. A child or a loved one will delight in your
flights of fantasy. He or she joins right in.
Tonight: Go with the flow.
BORN TODAY
Actress Linda Blair (1959), musician Steven
Adler (1965), restaurateur Guy Fieri (1968)
•••

ec
et:

memoly

Jane Doe
On what would have been your 60th
anniversary, and every day, we cherish
our memories of you.
Love, Steve and Joan

Even though five years have gone by, you are still
remembered - because we still love you and miss you.
Sadly missed by your children

Add color & picture for $10

'79
Add color & picture for $20
200 words or 150 words with picture
(2x8 ad size)

120 words or 70 words with picture
(2x5 ad size)
ACTUAL AD SIZE

theAD SIZE
and
PRICES!

Jacqueline Blgar Is on the Internet at
www.jacquelinebigar.com.
(c)2016 by King Features Syndicate Inc.

United
Way
United Way
of
Murray-Calloway
County
• Helping families understand their budgets and
finances
• Combating youth's use
of alcohol, tobacco and
rugs
thieving preventative

8• Thursday, January 21, 2016

Murray Ledger & Times

Tea years ago
ans on their recycling knowledge
Murray's Austin Feagin, 12, is at a recent meeting at Seven Seas
shown during competition last year Restaurant. Prizes were
given for
In an Arena Cross Indoor Series
recycling intelligence with the big
event and will compete again in
February. Feagin is a sixth-grade winner being Loretta Jobs.
Thirty years ago
student at Calloway County Middle
Calloway County High SchooljuSchool and placed first in both the
90 Stock and 90 Open events in the nior point guard Scott Nix was honMidwest Monster Series event.
ored as a first-team All Tournament
Three more candidates have filed selection in the Superman Classic
their papers to run for the District held last week. Nix established two
Two magistrate's seat on the Caltournament records - most assists in
loway County Fiscal Court making
it a seven-way race. Filing were one game (10) and most assists for
Micky Board,Donnie Kell and Ran- the tournament (37).
Calloway County High School
dy Cunningham.
The Noteables - James V. Ed- football standout Allen Douglas
wards, Kevin Crawford and Joe Pat has announced that he will pursue
James, will present their final two his academic and athletic career at
concerts on Saturday at Hazel Bap- the University of Louisville. Pictist Church and Sunday at Salem tured with Douglas are Calloway
Baptist Church. This will be Craw- County High School
football coach
ford's last time with the group as he
Jack Haskins and former Calloway
has accepted a staff position of music director at Hazel Baptist Church. County High School coach Sam
Pictured is Calloway County Harp.
Forty years ago
sophomore forward Rachel Adams
who is trapped near the free throw
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Jones of Kirkline by Henry County defenders. sey will observe their 50th wedding
Adams scored 31 points to lead the anniversary on Jan. 24.
Lady Lakers to a 79-65 win over the
Mr. and Mrs. WJ. Garland of
Lady Patriots.
Kirksey will observe their 40th
Twenty years ago
wedding anniversary on Jan. 20.
Pictured is Calloway County
Fifty years ago
Lady Laker Stephanie Holland who
Gary Boggess, math and chemisscored 26 points against Graves
try teacher at Murray High School,
County recently.
Calloway County High School was named Outstanding Young EdAll District Band members are ucator in Calloway County by the
pictured and include Melissa John- Murray-Calloway County Jaycees
son, Kathy Kobrael, Julie Seefeldt, in a meeting at the Triangle Inn.
Shane Smith, Rhea Wright, Brooke
Dr. Harry U. Whayne is chairman
Houston. Brenda Washer, Alicia
and
Charles Mason Baker is vice
Covington, Bethany Vance, Matt
Pate, Sharma Smith, Barry Cooper, chairman of the Murray Planning
Randy Edmonson, Jay Stark, Ed- Commission.
Sixty years ago
win Richerson, Robert Lewis, Jesse
Spencer, Kevin Suiter and Natasha
WI. Carter has been re-elected
Brown.
to membership on the Secondary
Pictured is Rep. Ramsey Morris Commission of Southern Associof Hopkinsville as he is greeted by ation of Colleges and Secondary
Rep. Freed Curd as he made the
Schools,
announcement regarding his candiCarl Kingins was in charge of
dacy for the 1st District Congresprograms at Murray Rotary Club.
sional seat held by Republican Ed
Special music was presented by
Whitfield.
Murray Rotary Club speaker Bill Jimmy, Janice and Billy Wilson,
Wells is shown quizzing Rotari- students at Coldwater School.

Couple's future grows murkier
after man has second thoughts
DEAR ABBY: My boyfriend,
"Jimmy," and I have been together for two years. After about four
months, out of necessity we moved
in together and it was great.
Not long afterward I got a job
two
hours
away. Since
I moved, we
get to see
each
other
only
every
two or three
weeks. The
separation
has
been
tough,
but
when we're
Dear Abby
together, evby
erything
is
Abigail
perfect and
all is right
Van Buren
with
the
world. I feel
we were fated to be together.
Before the move, Jimmy and I
often talked about marriage, and
although I am not crazy about it,
I knew it meant a lot to him, so I
proposed (ring and all). He initially said yes, then sort of asked me to
take back my proposal. Since then,
he has been avoiding all discussions
about our future, and I don't know
what to do.
I'm willing to quit my job and go
back to be with him, but I'm scared
he's going to get cold feet. Obviously, I'm hopelessly in love with him,
but now I'm feeling lost and confused. -- HOURS APART IN THE
SOUTH
DEAR HOURS APART: Please
allow me to offer some clarity. Do
not quit your job because if you
do, you may find yourself not only
without a job but also without a
place to stay.
When someone (man or woman)
asks that a proposal be rescinded, it
usually means the person feels he
or she may have jumped the gun
by saying yes. Jimmy is avoiding
all discussion about your future because he doesn't want one, and he's
afraid to say it directly because he

Today In History
Today is Thursday, Jan. 21,the 21st
day of 2016. There are 345 days left
in the year.
On Jan. 21, 1976, British Airways
and Air France inaugurated scheduled
passenger service on the supersonic
Concorde jet.
In 1908, New York City's Board of
Aldermen passed an ordinance prohibiting women from smoking in public
establishments (the measure was vetoed by Mayor George B. McClellan
Jr., but not before one woman, Katie
Mulcahey, was jailed overnight for refusing to pay a line).

knows it will hurt your feelings.
For your own sake, have an honest conversation with him about
this. It may be painful, but it will be
better than living in limbo the way
you are. As the saying goes,"When
a door closes, another one opens."
DEAR ABBY: Last Friday was
Grandparents' Day at my kids' preschool. My parents attended and
were well-behaved for the most
part, but then my mother made a
faux pas. She asked one of the directors when her baby was due. Well,
Abby,the woman isn't pregnant.
When I picked up my kids, I had
no idea what had happened. The
director was having a conversation
with one of the teachers when I
walked in, so as usual I smiled and
waved as I walked by. I did sense
something was off when she didn't
respond, but I figured she was preoccupied. When we met my parents
for dinner, my mother told me what
happened.
lam mortified. I managed to make
it out of the preschool this morning
without crossing paths with the director, but I'll be seeing this woman
for the next couple of years. What,
if anything,do I say to her? -- HORRIFIED IN MICHIGAN
DEAR HORRIFIED: You did
nothing wrong,so stop avoiding the
woman and behave as you usually
do. IF you notice that she treats you
differently, all you should say is:
"I heard what happened with my
mother, and I'd like to apologize
for her behavior. As you can see,
she sometimes puts her foot in her
mouth, but we love her anyway."
Dear Abby is written by Abigail
Van Buren, also known as Jeanne
Phillips, and was founded by her
mother, Pauline Phillips. Contact
Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com
or P.O. Box 69440, Los Angeles,
CA 90069.

Health benefits of
organic foods are unproven
DEAR DOCTOR K:Many of my
friends buy only organic foods. But
are they really healthier than non-organic?
DEAR READER: Organic crops
are grown without most synthetic
fertilizers and
pesticides.
Organic animal products
are free of antibiotics and
hormones.
Many people
believe these
foods are better for them.
Dr. Komaroff But we really
don't know
by
that they are.
Dr. Anthony
The U.S.
Department
Komaroff
of
Agriculture (USDA)
regulates the organic industry with
strict standards. The soil where crops
are grown must be inspected and
shown to be free of most manmade
pesticides and fertilizers. The crops
cannot be genetically modified. Animals raised on organic farms receive
no antibiotics or growth hormones.
They are given feed that has been
grown organically. And they are able
to roam around outside. Processed
organic foods cannot contain synthetic additives. Only foods that are
95 percent organic are certified with
a "USDA Organic" seal.
There have been several studies
comparing the nutritional content of
organic and non-organic foods. They
have found that foods grown either
way are quite similar in terms of vitamins, minerals and carbohydrates.
According to the USDA, organic
foods have fewer pesticide residues
than conventionally grown foods.
But the amounts of pesticide residues
in non-organic food fall within the
level for safe consumption.
Similarly, we don't have enough
information yet for a verdict on animal products. Does the lack of hormones and antibiotics in organic animal products make them healthier?

We don't know.
I spoke with registered dietitian
Kathy McManus,director of the Department of Nutrition at Harvard-affiliated Brigham and Women's Hospital. She noted that organic foods
usually have a higher price tag than
conventional foods.
If you do want to go organic. McManus suggests starting with produce. Try buying organic versions of
foods on the "Dirty Dozen" list. This
annual list reveals which conventionally grown foods are most likely
to contain pesticide residues. This
year's list includes apples, celery,
cherry tomatoes, cucumbers, grapes,
nectarines, peaches, potatoes, snap
peas,spinach,strawberries and sweet
bell peppers. All of these fruits and
vegetables should be washed before
you consume them, even if they are
organically grown.
Fruits and vegetables that typically do not appear on the Dirty Dozen
list are those that have a thick skin
that is usually removed before eating.
By removing the skin or peel, you're
also removing most of the pesticide
residue. As a result, it's less important that it be organic. Examples of
the "Clean 15" include bananas, avocados,grapefruit and eggplant.
Why don't we know if organic
foods are healthier? Such a study
would be very hard to conduct. The
research team would have to recruit
thousands of people. Those people
would be assigned at random to either eat organic foods or not. They
would have to follow their assignment every day, for many years. The
research team would need a way to
be sure that participants followed
their assignments. That's all very
hard to pull off.
Then there's the expense. Such a
study would cost tens of millions of
dollars. And,in my opinion, the U.S.
government already is not providing
sufficient funding for medical research.
So I would recommend choosing
organic foods if they taste better to
you. It is hard to argue with certainty
that they have health benefits.

Hints From Nololso
In 1915, the first Kiwanis Club,
dedicated to community service, was
founded in Detroit.
In 1937, Count Basic and his band
recorded "One O'Clock Jump" for
Decca Records (on this date in 1942,
they re-recorded the song for Okeh
Records).

began during the Vietnam War. An
American B-52 bomber carrying four
hydrogen bombs crashed in Greenland, killing one crew member and
scattering radioactive material.
In 1977, President Jimmy Carter
pardoned almost all Vietnam War draft
evaders.
In 1982,atinvict-turned-author lack
In Ir944tt,glPt atOrni.
,
6 114.11.10e!
the USS Nautilus, was launched at Henry Abbott was found guilty in New
Groton (GRAH'-tuhn), Connecticut York of first-degree manslaughter in
(however, the Nautilus did not make the stabbing death of waiter Richard
its first nuclear-powered run until Adan in 1981.(Abbott was later sennearly a year later).
tenced to 15 years to life in prison; he
In 1968, the Battle of Khe Sanh committed suicide in 2002.)

BABY BLUES®

BLONDIE®
SUMSTEAD, MAKE SURE THESE
CONTRACTS ARE FINISHED ---'
BY THE ENO OF THE DAY

IF THOSE CONTRACTS AREN'T
FINISHED BY THE ENO OF NE
OW, YOU WILL BE

levIurra

MOM'S ACTION SPURS READER REACTIONS
Dear Heloise: I read the letter from Nana, who overheard a mother SCOLDING her toddler at the police
station (courthouse -- Heloise), saying,"If you don't behave, I'm going to have that policeman come and take
you away."
I am a pediatric-office nurse and hear similar statements. Mothers threaten that if
the child
not behave, the
nurse will
and give a shot.
I don't
shots for punishment; I give them because we
want the child to be healthy. Not
every visit ends with a shot. It's
no wonder some children are
afraid of going to the doctor.
Its heartbreaking to see these
children look at me with fear
when I call their name. Please,
by
parents, don't make those who
spend their lives helping others
Heloise
into the bad guys. Thanks for listening. -- Ohio Nurse, via email
And here's another point of view:
Dear Heloise: Nana is missing an important point.
Yes, children need to know that police are there to protect and help, but they need to be taught the rest.
When children believe they have the right to behave
any way they want,they need to be taught that there are
rules of conduct that must be followed. Police are there
to enforce rules, and there will be negative consequences,even for children. -- Royce C., via email
You both voiced good points, readers, and I concur.
Now, my turn: Why, when showing on TV news or in
the newspaper a child getting a potentially lifesaving
inoculation, is it of a child CRYING or SCREAMING?
Not all shots hurt, and these images alone are enough to
scare even me! -- Heloise
P.S.: Nurses, please don't "dart" little ones if you can

avoid it! I remember some shots when I was little, and
ouch! My mother taught me to hum a happy song -- it
seemed to distract me, and the shot was done before I
knew it.
CURBSIDE GIVEAWAY
Dear Heloise: I, too, can dispose of things curbside.
This is a topper: My cat, for some reason, sprayed my
hamper in the closet. No hope for that odor. So,I put it
out for the trash and put a sign on it saying,"DON'T
TAKE. CAT PEE." You guessed it. Someone took it. -Mary Jo, via email
Mary Jo, it appears people do like "free" stuff! Whoever took it may have figured they could solve the odor
problem. Heloise Hint: Vinegar usually can kill that
odor, and there are very good commercial products at
pet stores. Most of these are enzyme-based and really
do a good job! -- Heloise
LOVE THOSE GLOVES
Dear Heloise: When applying something like vapor
or arthritis pain cream,I put on a disposable vinyl glove
-- the type nurses and doctors wear.
A box of 100 is under $10.(HELOISE HERE: Less
than 6 bucks at office-supply stores and drugstores or
online.) I wear them when cleaning something dirty,
or in cases where I don't want to get something on my
hands. -- Janet in Kentucky
Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to Heloise, P.O. Box 795000,San Antonio, TX 78279-5000,
or you can fax it to 1-210-HELOISE or email it to
Heloise(at)Heloise.com. I can't answer your ktter
personally but will use the best hints received in my
column.
c)2016 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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SOME SAY
I'M LAZY...

BuT I DIGEST AW
FOOD WHILE I'M
ASLEEP
MULTITASKING,
EASY/

ACROSS
1 Brewery need
5 Word separator
10 Grad, for short
11 Cochise's people
12 Nautilus commander
13 Soup veggie
14 Field's end
16 Newspaper concern
20 Winter showers
23 Young fellow
24 Contented sounds
25 Irritate
27 "Exodus" hero
28 Nonprofessionals
29 It may have a V shape
32 Vital supply route
36 Stand up to
39 Revered one
40 Hollywood workers
41 Cubicle fixture
42 Memos
43 Declares

20
21
22
25
26
28
30
31
33
34
35
36
37
38
1

Cross
Attract
Leif's dad
Window section
Peeper protectors
Boosts
"Sophie's Choice"
co-star
Catalogs
Creative germ
Prone to prying
Fraternal group
Galloped
Freud topic
Determined
2

3
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WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: EASTERN KENTUCKY 72, MURRAY STATE 60

Colonels pull away from Racers during second half
MSU Sports Information

LeAsia Wright
drives past Eastern Kentucky's
Alexus Cooper
during an Ohio
Valley Conference game
Wednesday
in Richmond.
Wright scored
17 points to lead
the Racers, who
return to the
CFSB Center
to play SIU Edwardsville at
5 p.m. Saturday.
MSU Sports
Information
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Colonels had just a 19-18 lead
on second-chance points. EKU
held a 36-30 margin in points in
the paint while the Racers had an
8-2 edge in fast break points and
outscored the Eastern Kentucky
bench 28-16. MSU also forced
the Colonels into 18 turnovers
while committing just nine of its
own.
The Racers return home after
a three-game road trip as they
host SIU Edwardsville at 5 p.m.
Saturday at the CFSB Center. MI

MEN'S BASKETBALL ROUNDUP

TENNIS

Cardinals stomp Seminoles

Stars ask
why is
courtside
gambling
okay?

The Associated Press

Beasley scored 15 of the
Seminoles' first 29 points, inLOUISVILLE,Ky.- Quen- cluding 13 in the first half.
tin Snider scored 20 points, DaFSU hasn't beaten Louisville
rnion Lee added 14, and No. 17 since March 9, 1991, when both
Louisville had no problem with schools were members of the
Florida State in an 84-65 victory Metro Conference.
on Wednesday night.
Trey Lewis entered the game
Louisville (15-3, 4-1 ACC) needing nine points to reach
was rarely challenged in winning 1,300 for his career but finished
its second straight Atlantic Coast with six along with five assists
Conference game, shooting 48 and three rebounds.
percent while outrebounding
The crowd featured former
Florida State 44-36. Chinanu Cardinals and Denver Broncos
Onuaku had 14 rebounds and 11 linebacker Tom Jackson,now an
points for his fifth straight dou- NFL analyst for ESPN.
ble-double, all coming in league
No.2 North Carolina 83,
play.
Wake Forest 68
Freshman guard Donovan
Mitchell added 13 points for
CHAPEL HILL, N.C. the Cardinals, including a mon- Brice Johnson had 27 points and
strous one-handed dunk in the 11 rebounds, and No. 2 North
first half that charged a crowd of Carolina beat Wake Forest 83-68
21349 in the late-evening game. on Wednesday night for its 10th
Leading 22-15 at that point, straight win.
Louisville never looked back in
The Tar Heels (17-2, 6-0 Atbuilding a lead that reached 32.
lantic Coast Conference) had
Malik Beasley scored 23 little trouble extending their best
points and Devon Bookert had start to conference play since
18 in his first start of the season 2000-01. They never trailed and
for Florida State (12-6, 2-4), overcame one of their worst
which had its two-game winning shooting performances of the
season (38.4 percent) by forcing
streak stopped.
Snider made 8 of 12 from the Wake Forest into 19 turnovers
field including 3 of 4 3-pointers and turning them into 21 points.
North Carolina - which apto finish a point off his career
high achieved two weeks ago pears in line to return to No. 1
after Oklahoma's loss earlier this
against North Carolina State.
Dwayne Bacon had 12 points week - reeled off 12 straight
and 10 rebounds for the Semi- points late in the first half to
noles, who played without soph- build a comfortable lead, then
omore guard Xavier Rathan- went up by 27 after halftime.
Bryant Crawford scored 18
Mayes, who did not play on the
decision of coach Leonard Ham- points and Devin Thomas had
ilton. His presence might not 17 for the Demon Deacons (10have made much of a difference 8, 1-5), who fell to 5-21 in the
against a Louisville squad that Dean Smith Center. They lost
returned from a six-day layoff their third straight overall and
have dropped five of six in Janwith an impressive effort.
Though Louisville was hard uary.
pressed to match the 29-perNo.4 Villanova 72,
cent field-goal defense that beat
Seton Hall 71
Pittsburgh last week, it held the
NEWARK,
NJ.- Ryan Arlong and athletic Seminoles to
42 percent shooting. The Semi- cidiacono hit a go-ahead layup
noles also made just 9 of 21 free with 32.4 seconds to play and
foul-plagued Daniel Ochefu
throws.
FSU was definitely no match made a crucial block to preserve
on the glass against Louisville, the lead as Villanova held off anwhi,ch had a 10-3 advantage in other Seton Hall upset bid.
The win was the ninth in a
offensive rebounds in the first
half alone and finished with a row overall and the 22nd straight
17-14 edge. Overall, the Cardi- in the Big East Conference for
nals owned the boards 24-14 in Villanova (17-2, 7-0), which
the first half and outscored FSU tried its best to give away the
AP Photo
11-0 in second-chance points to game in the closing seconds.
build a 41-27 halftime lead that
Louisville's Quentin Snider(2) drives past Florida State'a Dwayne Bacon (4) during the seckept growing.
Wednesday in Louisville.
•See ROUNDUP, Page 10 ond haft of an NCAA basketball game

Bills hire first full-time female assistant coach
The Associated Press

34

out a made field goal.
For the game, MSU shot 23RICHMOND - In a back- for-70 (33 percent) and went
and-forth affair with Eastern Just 3-of-17(17.6 percent) in the
Kentucky on Wednesday, the fourth quarter. EKU shot 44.4
Murray State women's basket- percent overall for the game and
ball team came up short as the 50 percent in the second half of
Racers fell to the Colonels 72-60 play. The Racers also struggled
at McBrayer Arena. The game at the free-throw line, going just
featured four ties and 15 lead 9-for-18 at the stripe. MSU also
changes, all of which came in shot just 18 percent (5-for-28)
the first three quarters.
from 3-point range.
MSU (6-11, 2-4 OVC) led
LeAsia Wright and Ke'Shuat the break 33-32 behind some nan James led the Racers with
strong shooting from behind the 17 and 16 points, respectively,
arc and good ball movement. while also leading the team with
However, the Colonels (10-7, seven and six boards,respective4-2 OVC)came out of halftime ly,as well. Daniella Pisano had a
stronger and outscored the Rac- team-best four assists in the loss
ers 21-16 in the third and 19-11
EKU controlled the glass in
in the fourth period. MSU went the contest, holding a 52-35 rethe final 4:07 of the contest with- bounding margin. However, the

Murray State's

BUFFALO, N.Y. - The
Buffalo Bills promoted Kathryn
Smittt to be their special teams
qua* control coach, making
her the first full-time female
member of an NFL coaching
staff.
The team announced the
move in a release Wednesday
night.
Smith was an administrative
assistant this season for Bills as-

sistant coaches under Rex Ryan,
with whom she has worked for
seven years.
She spent the previous 12
seasons working for the New
York Jets in various capacities,
including a player personnel assistant from 2007-13. Ryan became Jets coach in 2009. Smith
served as Ryan's assistant in
2014, his final season in New
York before he was fired and
then hired by the Bills.
In her new role, Smith will

assist special teams coordinator
Danny Crossmsui and his assistant Eric Smith.
"She certainly deserves this
promotion based on her knowledge and strong commitment,
Just to name a couple of her outstanding qualities," Ryan said
in a statement released by the
team."She has proven that she's
ready for the next step, so I'm
excited and proud for her with
this opportunity."
Smith becomes the latest fe-

male assistant to break the gender barrier in North America's
major professional sports.
She follows in the footsteps
of Jen Welter, who last summer
served a six-week training camp
internship coaching inside linebackers for the Arizona Cardinals.
In August 2014, former
WNBA player Becky Hammon
was hired to San Antonio Spurs
coach Gregg Popovich's staff
in becoming the NBA's first

full-time paid female assistant
coach.
Last month,the Seattle Mariners hired Amanda Hopkins as
an area scout.In announcing the
hiring, the team said Hopkins is
believed to be the first female
hired as a full-time scout by a
major league team since the
1950s.
In promoting Smyth, Ryan
said he consulted with Cardinals coach Bruce Arians.•

The Associated Press
MELBOURNE, Australia Andy Murray finds it "hypocritical" that tennis authorities are
trying to stamp out match-fixing run by gambling syndicates
but have partnered with a major
gambling company that is now
advertising on the Australian
Open's show courts.
The two issues are separate
but have collided at this year's
Australian Open, where tennis
was overshadowed for a second day Tuesday by allegations
that match-fixing has gone unchecked in tennis.
The controversy ignited Monday when the BBC and Buzzfeed
News published reports alleging that the sport's highest authorities had ignored evidence
of match-fixing involving 16
players who had been ranked in
the top 50 over the past decade.
The report said that half of those
players were at this year's Australian Open but did not name
names.
The governing bodies for tennis have presented a unified front
in rejecting the claims,and highlighted the fact that five players
and an official had received life
bans after investigations from
the Tennis Integrity Unit which
was set up in 2008.
No.2-ranked Murray and other top players, including Roger
Federer and Novak Djokovic,
say authorities could be doing
more to combat the problem.The
players said they have known the
issue existed but they doubt any
top players have been involved.
Murray said the sport was
sending mixed messages by allowing betting company William Hill to become one of the
Australian Open's sponsor's this
year and advertise on the tournament's three main show courts.
For the first time at Melbourne Park, electronic advertising boards at Rod Laver Arena, Margaret Court Arena and
Hisense Arena display the name
"William Hill" during breaks in
play.
"I'm not really pro that,"
Murray, a four-time finalist in
Melbourne said Tuesday, after
advancing to the second round.
"I think it's a little bit hypocritical," Murray added. "You
know,because I don't believe the
players are allowed to be sponsored by betting companies, but
the tournaments are. I don't really understand how it all works.
think it's a bit strange."
A day earlier, No. 1-ranked
Djokovic called it "borderline."
"It's a fine line. Honestly, it's
on a borderline, I would say,"
Djokovic said. "Whether you
want to have betting companies
involved in the big tournaments
in ow sport or not,it's hard to say
what's right and what's wrong."
Tennis officials defended the
partnership with gambling span•See TENNIS, Page 10
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AREA SCHEDULE
Today's Games
MEN'S BASKETBALL
7 p.m
Eadern Minces at Murray State
BOYS BASICETBALL
7:30 pin.
Lexington, Tenn.. at Calloway County
GIRLS BANIETBAll
6 p.m.
All-A Classic Region 1 Tournament sennlinat,
Murray vs. Ballard Memonal, at Mayfield, postponed to 6 p.m. Friday

SPORTS ON TV
Today's Gamma
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
CEISSN - Mount St Marrs at Sacred Heart
ESPN
Kentucky at Arkansas
ESPN2- Memphis at Cincinnati
ESPNU - Iowa at Rutgers
7 p.m.
BIN -Wisconsin at Penn St.
8 p.m.
CBSSN -Rice at UAB
ESPN -Ohio St at Purdue
ESPNU-Belmont at UT Henn
FS1 -Arizona St. at California
10 p.m.
ESPNU -Gonzaga at Saint Mary's
FS1 -Utah at Washington St.
GOLF
5 cm.
GOLF - European PGA Tour, Abs Dhabi HSBC
Championship, first round, at Abs Dhabi, United
Arab Emirates
2 p.m.
GOLF - PGA Tour, Career Builder Challenge,
first round, at La ()Left, Calif.
6 p.m.
GOLF - Champions Tour, Mitsubishi Electric
Championship at Hualalai, ern round, at Ka'upulehu-Kona, Hawaii
3 a.m.(Friday)
GOLF - European PGA Tour, Abu Dhabi HSBC
Championship, second round, at Abs Dhabi, United Arab Emirates
NBA
7 p.m.
TNT-LA Clippers at Cleveland
t30 p.m.
TNT-San Antonio at Phoenix
TENNIS
2 & m.
ESPII2 - Australian Open, second round, at
Melbourne, Australia
10 p.m.
ESP112-Australian Open, third round, at Melbourne, Australia
2 &m.(Friday)
ESP112 -Australian Open, third round, at Melbourne, Australia
WOMEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
5 p.m.
BIN - Ohio St. at Michigan
6 p.m.
SEC-Vanderbilt at Tennessee
8 p.m.
SEC-Kentucky at Mississippi

PRO FOOTBALL
NR PLAYOFFS
Wild-Card Round
Jan.9 Results
Kansas City 30, Houston 0
Pittsburgh 18, Cincinnati 16
Jan. 10 Restate
Seattle 10, Minnesota 9
Green Bay 35 at Washington 18
Divisional Round
Saturday's Resulta
New England 27,Kansas City 20
Artzona 26, Green Bay 20,01
Sunday's Results
Carolina 31, Seattle 24
Denver 23. Pittsburgh 16
Conference Championsrttps
Sunday's Games
AFC
New England at Denver, 2 p.m.(CBS)
NEC
Arizona at Carolina,5:40 p.m.(FOX)
Pro Bowl
Sunday,Jan. 31
At Honolulu
Tears Rice vs. Team Irvin, 6 p.m (ESPN)
Super Bowl
Feb. 7 Game
Al Santa Clara, UN.
180, 5:30 p.m.(CBS)

HOCKEY
NHL
EASTERN CONFERBICE
Atlantic Division
W I OT Pb GE GA
26 15 5 57 121 105
Rorkla
25 17 4 54 125 111
Tampa Bay

23 15 .8 54 112 118
24 16 5 53 137 117
22 18 8 50 129 141
23 20 4 50 129 122
19 24 4 42 1013 125
17 20 7 41 l 1 1 124
MeinapoMan DINO=
W 1 OT Pb GE GA
35 8 3 73 155 103
Washinglon
N.Y. Rangers
25 16 5 56 132 122
N.Y. Islaiders
24 15 5 54 123 112
23 19 5 51 105 112
New Jersey
21 17 7 49 110 113
PIttaburgh
Philadelphia
20 18 8 48 100 117
Carolina
20 19 8 48 111 IN
17 26 4 38 119 152
Columbus
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central Division
L 07 Pt. GE GA
W
32 13 4 68 144 111
Chicago
29 13 5 63 158 127
Dallas
St Louis
28 15 7 63 128 124
22 15 8 52 113 105
Minnesota
3 51 133 131
24 21
Colorado
20 18 8 48 117 127
Nashville
Winnipeg
21 22 3 45 119 131
Padfic Don
L OT Pb GF GA
W
Los Angeles
29 13 3 61 121 101
San Jose
23 18 3 49 127 121
Arizona
22 18 5 49 123 135
19 17 11 49 113 130
Vancouver
Anaheim
19 18 7 45 88 105
3 43 118 135
20 21
CaiGIKY
19 24 5 43 119 142
Edmonton
NOTE: Two points for a win, one point for overtime
loss
Wednesday's Results
St Louis 2, Detroit 1
Colorado 2, Buffalo 1
Minnesota at Anaheim, ate
Today's GaITIBS
Vancouver at Boston,6 p.m.
Ottawa at New Jersey,6 p.m.
Philadelphia at Pittsburgh,6 p.m.
Calgary at Columbus,6 p.m.
Carolina at Toronto, 6:30 p.m.
Chicago at Tampa Bay,6:30 p.m.
Nashville at Winnipeg, 7 p.m.
Edmonton at Dallas, 7:30 p.m.
San Jose at Arizona, 8 p.m.
Minnesota at Los Angeles,9:30 p.m.
Friday's Grass
Detroit at Buffalo, 6 p.m.
Anaheim at Washington,6 p.m.
N.Y Rangers at Carolina,6 p.m.
N.Y Islanders at Ottawa,6:30 p.m.
Chicago at Florida,6:30 p.m.
St Louis at Colorado,8 pm.
NHL LEADERS
SCORING
Through Tuesday
A Pb
GP
49 30 41 71
Patrick Kane, Chi
47 ze 30 56
Jamie Bann, Dal
47 25 2.8 53
Tyler Seguin, Dal
46 15 33 48
Evgerry Kuznetsov, Was
Erik Kartsson, Ott
46 9 38 47
47 25 21 46
Vladimir Tamarac St.
Taykk Hall, Edm
48 18 28 46
44 19 26 45
Johnny Gaudreau, Cgy
49 16 29 45
Artemi Panartn, Chi
Evgeni Malkin, Pit
45 20 24 44
Hookas Backstrom, Was
43 15 29 44
Blake Wheeler Wag
46 13 31 44
Joe Pavetski, St
44 22 21 43
Alex Ovechkin, Was
45 28 14 42
4 tied with 41 pls.
Detroit
Boston
Ottawa
Montreal
Butte!)
Toronto

PRO BASKETBALL
NBA
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Melon
Patas
I
W
15
Toronto
27
2
1
/
5
21
22
Boston
6
.500
22
22
New York
32
11
2
1
16/
Brooklyn
22
38
6
Philadelphia
Southeast Dhision
PcI GB
L
W
17
25
Atlarrta
214
20
23
Miami
2
1
4/
21
20
Washington
2
1
4/
21
20
Orlando
6
23
19
Charlotte
Central Division
Pct GB
I
W
.725 11
29
Cleveland
2
1
.585 5/
17
24
Chicago
7
19 .548
Indiana
23
7
19 .548
Detroit
23
12
25 .432
19
Milwaukee
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Southwest Clivielon
Pet GB
L
W
6 .857 313
San Antonio
12
.568
19
25
Dallas
.558 12h
19
24
Memphis
15
22 .500
22
Househn
.341 211
27
14
2
/
New Orleans

in
the
NBA
Racers
Isaiah Canaan
Cameron Payne
Wet
Filadalana
lean
Last lime
15 pokes,
1 rebound,
1 assist,
2 steak,
0 dodo
Wednesday
at Orlando

t

Noransest DIvbles
W
I
12
Oklahoma Crly
32
25
19
Portland
24
18
Utah
26
16
Denver
31
13
Minnesota
Pacific DAIslon
W
39
4
Goiden State
14
27
LA. Clippers
23
17
Sacramento
30
13
Phone
34
9
LA. Lakes
headers Results
Philadelphia 96, Orlando 87
Washingan 106, Miami 87
Toronto 115, Boston 109
Cleveland 91, Brooklyn 73
New York 116, Utah 111,OT
Golden State 125,Chicago 94
Detroit 123, Houston 114
Oklahoma City 109,Charlotte 95
Dallas 108, Minnesota 94,01
Sacramento at LA Laken, Me
Atlanta at Portland, We
Today's Games
Detroit at New Orleans, 7 p.m.
LA. Clippers at Cleveland,7 p.m.
Memphis at Denver,8 pm.
Alberta at Sacramento,9 p.m.
San Antonio d Phoenix,9.30 p.m.
Fridays Games
Charlotte at Orlando,6 p.m.
Utah at Brooidyn,6:30 pm.
Chicago at Boston,8:30 p.m.
LA. Clippers at New York, 6:30 p.m
Milwaukee at Houston, 7 p.m.
Miami at Toronto, 7 p.m.
Oklahoma City at Dallas, 7:30 p.m.
Indiana at Golden State, 9:30 p.m.
San Antonio at LA takers, 9:33 p.m.

pct
727
432
429
381
295

ge
13
13
15
19

Pet GB
907 11
559
42520½
26
302
33
209

COLLEGE BASKETBALL
MB1
AP TOP 25 FARED
Wednesdays Results
1. OIdahoma(15-2) did not play. Next at No. 13
Baylor, Saturday
2. North Carolina (17-2) beat Wake Forest 8368. Next at Virginia Tech, Sunday.
3. Kansas (15-3) did not play. Next vs. Texas,
Saturday.
4. VIllanove (17-2) beat Seton Hall 72-71. Next
vs. No. 16 Providence, Saturday.
5. Xainer(16-2) did not play. Next vs. Seton Hall,
Saturday.
6. West Virginia (15-3) lost to Texas 56-49. Next
at Texas Tech, Saturday.
7. Maryland (17-2) did not piay. Next at No. 11
Michigan State, Saturday.
8. SMU (18-0) did not play Next at Temple..
Saturday.
9. Iowa (14-3) did not play. Next at Rutgers,
today
bless.Wit(16-2)did not play Next vs Missouri, Saturday.
11. Michigan State (16-4) lost to Nebraska 7271. Nett vs. No. 7 Maryland, Saturday.
12. Arizona (15-3) did not day. Next at Stantoday
13. Baylor(15-3) beat Kansas State 79-72, 201.
Nett vs. No. 1 OldshOrna,Saturday.
13. Virginia (14-4) did not play Next vs. Syracuse,Saturday.
15. Miami (14-3) beat Boston College 67-53.
Next vs. Wake Forest Saturday.
16. Providence (16-3) did outplay. Next at No. 4
Villanont Saturday.
17. Lout:nee (15-3) beat Florida State 84-65.
Next at Georgia Tech, Saturday
111 Bober(13-5) did not play. Next at Creighton,
Saturday
19. Iowa Stale (14-4) dkl not play Next at TCU,
Sattrday.
20. Duke (14-5) did not play. Next at N.C. State,
Saturday
21. Southern Cal (15-3) did not play. Next at
Oregon,today
22. Purdue (16-3) did not pay. Next vs. Ohio
State today
23. Kentucky(13-4) did not play Next at Arkansas, today.
24. South Carolina (17-1) did riot play. Next at
Tennessee, Saturday.
25. Indiana (18-3) Cid not play. Next: vs. Northwestern, Saturday.
STANDINGS
Through Wednesday
ATLANTIC COAST
Overall
Conference
Ni L Pct Ni I Pct
6 01.000 17 2 .894
North Carolina
4 1 .300 15 3 .833
Louisville
5 2 .714 12 7 .632
Clemson
4 2 .667 15 3 .833
Pttaboc90
4 2 .667 13 5 .722
Notre Dame
4 2 .667 12 7 .632
Virginia Tech
Miami
3 2 .600 14 3 .824
Virginia
3 3 .500 14 4 .778
3 3 .500 14 5 .737
Duke

and two more foul shots for the
Longhorns(12-6,4-2).
From Page 9
During the key stretch, Felix
had a one-hand follow-up shot,
Josh Hart had 15 points and two free throws, a 3-pointer
10 rebounds for the Wildcats, and two more foul shots for the
and Kris Jenkins scored 12.
Longhorns(12-6,4-2).
Isaiah Whitehead had 21
Because of light snow, slush
points for Seton Hall(13-5,3-3). and ice, Texas' team bus didn't
Ithadeen Carrington scored 17 arrive at the WVU Coliseum
and Desi Rodriguez added 14 until 6:15 p.m.,just 45 minutes
for the Pirates, who were com- before the opening tip.
ing off a win over then-No. 12
West Virginia got douProvidence on Saturday.
ble-doubles from Devin Williams (11 points, 11 rebounds)
Texas 56,
and Jonathan Holton (10 points,
No.6 West Vriginia 49
14 rebounds).
MORGANTOWN, W.Va. Nebraska 72,
Javan Felix scored the final nine
Michigan State 71
11
No.
points for Texas against West
Virginia.
EAST LANSING, Mich. Felix, who finished with 17 Shavon Shields scored 28 points
points,shot 4 of9from the field, while playing through hip pain,
including 2 of 3 from 3-point and Denzel Valentine missed a
range. He was 7 of 8 from the shot just before the buzzer to alfoul line against the Mountain- low Nebraska to hold on against
eers(15-3,4-2 Big 12), who had Michigan State.
not lost at the WVU Coliseum
The Cornhuskers (12-8, 4-3
this season.
Big Ten)have won four straight,
During the key stretch, Felix three on the road. They've also
had a one-hand follow-up shot, won three in a row against the
two free throws, a 3-pointer Spartans.

Michigan State (17-4, 3-4)
has lost three straight and suddenly looks nothing like the topranked team it was earlier in the'
season.
Shields, who left the game
with a hip injury in the first half
and came back to play after halftime, made a shot to put Nebraska ahead by eight with 2:31 left.
Valentine hit a 3-pointer with
5.2 seconds left to cut the deficit to one. He finished with 24
points, six rebounds and six assists.

dence on match-fixing had been
suppressed or gone unchecked.
Kennode added that legitimate betting agencies could
even help tennis authorities to
spot corruption, since stamping
out illegal gambling benefits
them too.
Fernando Verdasco joined the
conversation, after staging the
tournament's biggest upset so
far by beating Rafael Nadal in a
first-round five-setter Tuesday.
The No. 45-ranked Verdasco
was still basking in his victory
over the 14-time Grand Slam
winner when asked, in English.
at his post-match news Confer-

legations.
He said he did not approve of
gambling on tennis matches.
"I would take out the betting.
But I can't take it out," Verdasco said. "We are trying to fight
against that."
For No. 13 Milos Raonic the
focus on gambling was an unwanted distraction.
"Tennis is a beautiful(sport),"
said Raonic, after winning his
first-round match. He called it
unfortunate that "the attention of
the first Grand Slam of the year
is more On that than the Australian Open "•

•Roundup...

•Tennis...
From Page 9

son and provided an explanation
that one Australian paper, The
Age,called "positive topspin."
ATP Chairman Chris Kermode said that betting on sports
was "a legal pastime" - not to
be confused with corrupt forms
of gambling like match-fixing.
"The distinction to make is
that betting itself is not an illegal pastime and many people do
bet on sport What we are talking
about is corruption," he told a
news conference Monday called
to reject claims that any evi-

rnee ahrhirt the mnfrh-fiv ine al.

No.13 Baylor 79,
Kansas State 72,2 OT
WACO,Texas - Al Freeman
scored all 11 of his points after
regulation, Lester Medford hit
the go-ahead free throws to start
the second overtime and Baylor stretched its home winning
streak to 15 games with a victory
over Kansas State.
Medford made two foul shots
in the opening minute of the
second overtime to put Baylor
(15-3,5-1 Big 12) ahead to stay
before Freeman added a driving
layup.

awl
alleassa
Malec
use come:
7-.
5 rebounds.
3 assists,
0 steals,
0 blocks
Wednesday
vs Charlotte

1 5 167 4 14 222
S/U-Edwardeville
Southeast litimoul 0 8 .000 3 he 1513
Weeneeiley's Remits
No games scheduled
%days Games
Jacksorralle SIM al Eastern kentudry,8 p.m
Tennessee Tech at Morehead Stalk 8 Om
Eastern Wines at Murray Stele 7 p.m
Sal-hterardelle at Austin Peas,7 p.m
s
Belmont at LIT kew:dam

Taus AMA
South Carolina
Raids

4

3 4 429 13 7 .850
Syracuse
2 4 333 12 6 667
Florida State
1 4 200 11 7 611
Georgia Tech
1 5 167 10 8 .556
*Nu Forest
1 5 167 11 8 579
NC State
0 5 000 111 389
Boston Cottage
Wedsseders Results
Louisville 84, Floods State 65
Miami 67, Boston College 53
North Carolina 83, Wake Forest 68
Notre Dame 83 Virginia Tech 81
BIG TEN
Overall
Conference
W L Pct W I Pct
6 0 1.000 16 3 842
Indiana
5 0 1.000 14 3 824
lows
.857 17 2 895
6
4 2 567 16 3 842
Purduehlaritand
4 2 .667 14 5 736
Michigan
4 2 .667 12 7 .632
Ohio State
4 3 .500 12 8 .600
Nebraska
3 3 .500 15 4 .789
Northwestern
3 4 .129 16 4 .800
Michigan State
2 4 .333 10 9 .526
Wisconsin
1 1 .200 10 8 .556
Penn State
1 5 .167 9 10 474
Minors
0 6 .000 613 316
Rutgers
7 .000 613 316
0
Minnesota
Wednesday's Results
Michigan 74, Minnesota 69
Nebraska 72, Michigan St 71
CONFERENCE USA
Overall
Conference
W L Pot W L Pct
Alabama-Birmingham 5 0 1.000 15 3 .833
Marshall
5 0 1.003 9 9 .500
4 1 .800 12 5 .706
Middle Tennessee
Florida International 3 2 .800 9 9 .500
Louisiana Tech
2 3 .400 13 5 .722
2 3 .400 10 8 .556
Texas-El Paso
2 3 .400 10 8 ,556
Western Kentucky
2 3 .400 9 9 .500
Old Dominion
2 3 .400 7 11 .389
North Texas
Southern Mississippi 2 3 .400 5 11 .313
2 3 .403 4 14 .222
Florida Atlantic
Texas-San Antonio
2 3 .400 4 14 .222
1 4 .200 612 .333
Rice
1 4 200 4 13 .235
Chanute
Wednesday's Results
No parses scheduled
Today's Games
Marshall at Charlotte,6 p.m.
Western Kentucky at Old Dominion,6 p.m.
North Texas at Middle Tennessee,6:30 p.m.
Florida International at Texas-San Antonio, 7 p.m.
Rice at Alabama-Birmingharn, 7 p.m.
Ronda Atlantic at Texas-El Paso 8 p.m
MISSOURI VALLEY
Overall
Conference
W L Pct W I Pct
7 0 1.000 13 5 .722
Wichita State
6 1 .857 17 3 .850
Evansville
6 1 .857 17 3 .850
Southern Illinois
4 3 .571 10 9 .526
Indiana State
4 3 .571 10 10 .500
Illinois State
Missoun State
4 3 .571 8 11 .421
2 5 .285 10 10 .500
Northern Iowa
1 6 .143 317 150
Bradley
1 6 .143 811 421
LaYota, Chicago
0 7 .030 514 263
Drake
Wednesday's Results
Illinois State 55, Bradley 52
Missoun State 79, Drake 70
Southern Minds 79, Indiana State 66
WIchrta State 74, Northern Iowa 55
OHIO VAUEY
East Division
Overall
Conference
W L Pct W L Pct
5 0 1.000 14 4 778
Tennessee State
5 0 1.000 13 6 684
Belmont
5 1 833 13 6 684
Tennessee Tech
. 333
7 14 .5N
3 2 .600 98
Morehead State
State
JacksorMlie
2 3 .400 it 9 .550
Eastern Kentucky
West Division
Overall
Conference
W L Pct W L Pct
Eastern Illinois
3 3 .500 6 12 333
2 2 500 9 9 500
2 3 400 8 10 4.4.4
State
hlaitr
Murray
UT
1 4 .200 8 12 400
Austin Peay

/0LSU 1
1011111
Arkansas
Georgia
Vanderbilt
Aubtrn

Conteramcs
Pct
W
6 0 1.000
4 1 .800
4 2 .057
887
; :•00
3 2 IMO
3 :5110
3 33

3 3 .500
2 4 .333
2 4 .333
iennsilliPilessee
Modena
1 4 .200
1 4 200
0 5 .000
HisaimIPP Slate
145111111
Websedays lisaults
Georgie 60, Mauer 57
Vanderbilt 88,%meow 74
INNEN
OP TOP 26 RVIE9
Weiresawfa MomMe
1 UConn (17-0) best UCF 106-51. Nast at WWI
Saturday
2 South Carobs (17-0) did not play Hort d
Auburn, today
3 Notre Dams(17-1)did not play Next vs. Syracuse, today.
4 Baylor(18-1)dd not play. Next at loss Stale,
Saturday.
5 Maryland (17-2) beat Wisconsin 90-85. Mort
VS No. 21 Michigan State, Saturday
6 Texas (17-1) best 10.15Eiext vs. Ne 19
Oklahoma, Saturday.
7 Onto State (13-4) did not play Next at Michigan. today
8. Anions State (15-3) did not play Next vs.
Anzona. Friday.
9 Kentucky (14-2) clid not play Next at Miessip9,.

r

10 Mississippi State 117-2) did not play. Next
at Georgia, today.
11. Oregon State (14-3) did not day Next at
Utah,
ford (14-4) did not pay Next at South12.
ern Cal. Friday.
13. Texas A&M (13-5( did not play. Next vs. No.
23 Missoun, today.
14 Florida State (13-4) did not play. Next vs.
Virginia, today.
15. South Florida (12-5) lost to Memphis 88-87,
OT Next at LICE, Sunday.
16. Miami (17-2) did not pay. Next vs. No. 14
Florida State.
ay.
17 Louisville 14-5) did not play Next at Syracuse. Monday.
13. Tennessee (11-6)dd not play Next vs. VIVIderbilt, today.
19. Oklahoma (13-4) beat Texas Tech 92-53.
Next at No. 6 Texas, Saturday.
20. UCLA(12-5) did not play Next: vs. California,
Friday
21. Michigan State (14-4) did not play. Next at
No. 5 Maryland, Saturday.
22. Florida (15-3) did not play Next: vs Alabama, today.
23. Missouri (15-3) did not play. Next at No. 13
Texas A&M. today.
24. DePaul (13-6) did not play. Neat vs. Creighton. Friday
25 West Virginia (15-4) did not play. Next at
TCU Sunday.

PREP BASKETBALL
STANDINGS
Through Wednesday
REGION 1
BOYS
Region
L
W
0
10
Paducah Tilghman
1
8
Murray High
2
7
McCracken County
2
7
Carlisle County
2
5
Graves County
4
5
Marshall County
7
6
Fulton City
6
5
Paducah St. Mary
7
5
Ballard Memorial
7
4
Mayfield
8
4
Fulton County
6
3
Hickman County
13
3
Calloway County
5
1
Christian Fellowship
10
1
Community Christian
SCORING
Through Wednesday
GP
18
Austin Hubert St Mary
16
Keagan Cooper, Ballard
18
Chns Vogt. Graves

18

fuim
01 Ng Maratud
Devon Hen, Tilghman
Dab OHM
03-

15
18

2S5
251
250
252

5
18
17
17

41
1 3.4
1 1
215
U7 13.4
225 13.2

8
15
18
16
16
18
18

15G
237
235
2013
226
222
222

18

1
10
11
8 1
192
Z1

18
18
le
11
17
17
lagh Falbur 19
Chriegan
mnrijoassim"11111111.ftomccutRos4IGGCrildullakiirshimkisri
bice
18
19
17
WNW+ SkAla, McCracken
15
15
MEOW
Lamson,
Arlon
16
Dalton Jewel, Hickman
GIRSReloon

11.0
0.1
9692 10.0
7
1:109

1811
C11111111G
caleami
::7
suiP5
111:
a
:
mzeo
lUatilla7

Overall
Pc*
W
16 2 .889
17 1 .944
12 8 .857
11 7 .611
13 4 755
9 8 .529
10 6 .525
11 7 .811
9 8 .529
.887
12
9 9 .500
10 7 .558
810 .444
7 10 .412

Overall
L
W
4
14
4
14
4
13
4
12
6
12
7
11
11
10
11
8
11
5
10
6
11
5
10
6
12
5
15
4
1
15
Pb Avg
390 21.7
272 17.0
288 16.0

15.9
15.7
15.8
14.8

stortilicaillefluolhd
D" Preca
Zett

11.C11
:::
"11P
Jams nesi.
(3mn kialr=lear
JanunION
Ryan WIN"Omni
Orarna Willi10811111M11
James icon"*AMMO
ZPiston
ach Panora: Emilard
Proston English, MungIVO
Logan Woman'Cod. ablelin
Jacob Liming,MoCrodmn
afted IHNININdatilk Cartels
DamanAlmmidia Fulton Oty

le

I
Ni
0
5
1
8
1
7
1
7
2
5
3
8
3
5
Tilghman
4
6
Idernonal
Baliardenv
Fult0n
5
6
5
2
Fulton County
9
3
Hickman County
9
2
Paducah SL Mary
7
1
Calloway County
10
1
04
111Ins:
Communit4:
3
0
SCORING
Through Wednesday

Murray
MantmiHrunty
McCracken County
Caleb County
Graves Counh

=

317
11
13.0
21
113
12.3

118 10.5
179 10.5
175 10.5
196 10.3
185 10.3
196 10.3
173 102
01
10
151 11
151
180 10.0
owns
W
18
15
13
9
13
5
7
8
8
5
3
2
5
2
2

I
1
4
5
4
7
4
10
5
9
10
14
13
15
17
6

Pb
.9
14 273 1A911
GP
JuNanne kosnig St. Mary
20 342 17.1
Danielle Waggoner, Graves
Miter Shelley Christien Fellow. 8 135 16.9
13 212 16.3
Taylor Carrico,Cadge
19 306 15.2
Hannah Lamb,Marshall
12 185 15.4
Lear Shelley Ballard
15 231 15.4
loth Donstson,Tilghman
19 282 14.3
Macey Turley Murray High
15 216 14.4
Meddle Waldrop, Murray High
20 283 142
Graves
v
=sOualls,
14 191 13.13
Rice, McCmclum
15 185 12_3
Middy Shaw,illgtnian
19 229 121
Billy 619W,Marlfhall
19 210 11.1
Lai Mayes, Murray High
19 205 10.8
Aka Burpo, Mum High
21) 205 10.3
Alicia Hombuckle, Calloway
20 199 10.0
Charles, Settle, Calloway
RA/NONGS
LOUISVILLE - The top teams In the Kentucky
Associated Press high school basketbail polls,
with first-place votes, records through Sunday,
total points and previous raredngs:
BOYS
Rid Pb LW
19-0 179 1
1. Mercer County (17)
15-2 147 2
2. Chnstian County (1)
17-4 125 4
3. Lexington Paul Dunbar
3
121
L
_11-4
4. Louisville Tnnity
94 8
19-1
5. Scott County
16-2 57 8
6. Bowling Green
15-3 57 9
7. Laxington Lafayette
14-3 42 5
8. Built East
134 31 7
9. Covington Catholic
18 10
16-4
10. Louisville Male
Others receiving votes: Louisville Ballard 14.
County
Taylor
12.
Laurel
North
12.
South Laurel
9. North Hardin Et Owen County 7. Shelby Valley
6. South Oldham 6. Louisville St Xavier 6. Pulaski Southwestern 5. Meade County 5. Lawrence
County 3. Paducah Tilghman 3. Lexington Henry
Clay 3. Gorda 3. Corbin 2. Hopiunsville 1. Harlan
County 1.
GIRLS
Roc Rs UV
17-1 180
1
(18)
1. Elizabethtown
14-1 148 3
2. Louisville Male
17-2 132 4
3. Bowling Green
2
13-4 121
4. Louisville Butler
85 6
15-2
5. Mason County
73 7
17-1
6. Murray High
8
61
10-4
7. Louisville DuPont Manual
93 10
16-3
B. Mercer County
49 5
14-3
9. Franklin County
27 9
13-4
10. Louisville Eastern
Mars readying votes: Shelby Valley 9. Milan
7. Pulaski Southwestern 6. Bulfitt East 5. Louisville Sacred Heart 5. Breathitt County 5. Heroes
County 4. Louisville Mercy 4 Green County 3. Allen County-Scottsville 2. Harlan County 2. Boyd
County 1. Scott County 1.
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RACERS vs.
EASTERN ILLIN 015
Come out and support your
Murray State Racers by wearing GOLD.
Those who wear GOLD will get a FREE
Be Bold Wear Gold T-shirt!
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